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^BSTRACl 

I LASER amplification corresponding  to a  gain of 6% per 

. roeter was  measured at   3u   in  cesium vapor  optically punyed with 

light   from a helluin discharge   lamp.    Ai^plification and oscillation 

f 
ac  Ux were measure! In a  helium-neon system based on collisions 

oi  the  second kind.     The amplification parameters     when optimized 

resulted  in a  gain of 97* per ajeLer,     Krypton- xenon and  zinc 

vapor are  o^her aed^a   utilizing  collisions  of  the  second  kind 

which were   investigated.     Crystals   of calcium  tungstate  containing 

3+ 3+ 
either Dy      or  Nd      were grown.     LASER oscillation was  observed 

from two  crystals  of  CaWO.sNd.     Direct amplification of  the 

output  of a  ruby oscillator  in a  second  ruby  rod was   demonstrated. 

Three methods  of achieving siegle pulse  output   from ruby oscillators 

are  described.    A pulse  of 2  x  U     watts  peak power was achieved by 

one method,     A  broadband  emission was  discovered  in  normally pink 

ruby  (.047, Cr by weight).     It accounts   for 30% of the  total emission 

making  the  quantum efficiency unity.     A  theoretical anaiy^s  of  the 

properties   of  cube  corner  interferonteiters  has  been experimentally 

verified. 
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1.  InErodüctlon and Suiaraary oi  Results 

The i^iediate objective of this research Is to produce 

working toodels of IASER devices, cogether with the experimenCÄl and 

theoretical infonaation necessary to describe and predict their 

perforxaance. 

In this section we suxnaarize the results that have been 

obtained to date. 

1>Q Optical Pumpirg of Ceslmn Vapor b^ Helium Lamp 

During the present period we have completed construction of 

a 1 cm diameter Cs/Hc lA' ,r tube with an optically jumped length of 

90 cm. With this apparatus we have measured directly light amplifi- 

cation at X - 3,2 microns. The measured amplification coefficient 

corresponded to a gain of approximately 6X, 

More recently the light source and reflector have been 

improved^ increasing the effective optical pumping and hence the gain, 

by a factor of 2.3, 

The construction of an oscillator designed for a 7.18 micron 

output is now under way. 
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I 
I 
I     2.0 Direct Discharge ExclCation of LASER Media 

Three methods of direct discharge excitation utilizing 

I     collisions of the second kind were studied during the present period, 

r   ^vrere: 
i)    excitation of Ne by He, 

r 
« b) excitation of Xe by Kr and 

c) excitation of 2n by Zn 

2.1 Helium Neon 

A quartz heliura-neon discharge tube was constructed, one 

meter long and 1,5 cm in diameter. When tilled with 1,0 mm of helium 

and 100 microns of neon and excited with rf power at 20 Mc, it exhibttec 

2X amplification per meter integrated across the total linewidth at 

X m  1,1523 microns. Further optimisation of gain parameters was 

accomplished in the optical resonator cavityä 

A type of oscillator cavity was constructed In which one 
l 

reflector was  flat,   the other spherical.    The optical system was 

deliberately made non-confocal  in order to  relax requirements on 

alignment.    Strong oscillations were observed at >  -  1.1523 microns.. 

An^liftcation parameters when optimized resulted in a gain of 9% per 

* meter  in a  tube 7 mm in diameter,   filled with  1,5 raa of helium,  and 

f 

1 
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3. 

170 microns of neon. Initial observations of the Intensity distri- 

bution in the LASER beats with «n image amplifier tube, indicated 

between four and ten modes simultaneously In oscillation. 

2.2 Krypton-Xenon 

A series of experlments was performed In order to study the 

feasibility of buildirig a gas discharge LASER containing xenon pumped 

by collisions of th*i secoud kind with krypton metastable atoms. The 

experiments performed were to ascertain whether indeed, there could 

be a directed transfer of energy from the krypton system to the xenon 

system. The first series looked for enhanced emission of light from 

levels that would be selectively excited by the krypton; the second 

series looked for selective depopulation of the krypton metastable 

states as a function of the xenon partial pressure. Because of the 

increase in lifetime in the discharge of the lower level of the 

proposed LASER due to resonance light trapping, a series of expert- 

isents were performed to ascertain this lifetime. The results of the 

three series of experiments Indicate that krypton is interacting with 

xenon, a result not in the previous literature, 

2.3 Zinc-Zinc 

Under particular experimental conditions, excitation of 
3 

the 6 S level of zinc in a discharge has been observed to be almost 

TECHNICAL RESEARCn GROUP 
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entirely due  to self collisions  of the  second kind between n.etastabies. 

Under  these  conditions-,   the siaximuis lifetime of the  trapped 

resonance  level of Zn  (4P)   is    T •  1 K  10      sec at a pressure, 

?_    « 0,6 ram Hg»    With heliuci admixed at  P      •  1,0 ima Hg.   the electron ^n He 
the rasa llzat Ion  time  is   10       sec. 

3.0    Optical  Pumping of Ruby-Amplltier 

Direct amplification of the  output  of a  ruby oscillator 

in a second ruby rod was  demonstrated.    The measured single pass gain 

was  2 at  room teniperature  in 8  ruby cylinder  5.56 cm long.    The 

Inferred single pass gain of 12.5  in a  ruby eight inches  long was 

obtained by exciting It  to osciilation at  room temperature with no 

coating at either end. 

I 4,0    Optical  Pumping of Ruby-Oscillator 

Two  long ruby crystals were excited to oscillation to obtain 

high output energy.    The measured output at  room temperature was  2 

joules  from *J  rod  .362"  in diameter and 7,56^   long and -v 12 joules 

from a tod  ^S"   In dlasieter and 5.5"   long. 

Single pulse output was  obtained  from tuby by two methods, 

I In the  first e Kerr cell was  used  to modulate  the Q of the oscillation 

cavity  (consisting of a ruby rod with an external mirror).     Single 

pulses  of 0.2^sec  duration were obtained with a peak power of about 

I 

1 

I 

I 
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5, 

6 
2x10 w . The second aethod employed trie optical thyrmcron action of 

an unexcited ruby absorber within the oscillation cav' /., Single pulses 

were achieved but are not yet always reproducible. 

A prior attempt tu achieve Intense single pulses is reported. 

This technique consisted of exclt %  the ruby with a second intense 

flash of short duration superimposed on a uormai excUation flash, A 

series of strong relaxatior1 oscillations of about 15 u-sec duration was 

achieved. 

A broad band emission was discovered in normally pink ruby 

(.04% Cr bv weight).  It accounts for 30Z of the total emission from the 

ruby rod, making the quantum efficiency unity. 

The output energy from a ruby LASER as a function of the end 

coating (reflectivity and transmission) of the ruby crystal was measured. 

The results confirm the existence of an optimum re lectivity of a 

relatively low value for maximum output energy, 

5,0 Optical Pumping of Rare Earth Crystals 

The study of the optical pumping of rare earth ions during this 

period has mainly centered on the investigation of calcium tungstate 

3+     3- 
crystals containing either Dy  or Nd  . Two crystals of CaW0,:Nd 

have been polished to optical tolerances.  LASER oscillation has been 

observed in both at ia065u.  No oscillation has yet been observed 

(at 5740A) in the several crystals of CaWO^Dy tried. 
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6.0 Growth o£ Rare Earth Doped Crystals 

The  foremost type of single crystals grown In this period 

vas the tungstate (scheellte) type,  ilie great majority of specimens 

consisted of calcium tungstate (CaWO ) doped with various concentrations 
4 

of Na.   .  Dyrt c W0y   in one series and of Ma        Nd        WO    In another series 

Six Dy-doped crystals were grown (all at predetermined crientation by 

seeding), and five of these were annealed.    Six Nd«doped crystals were 

similarly grown,  three of which were annealed«    One crystal was grown 

from a melt of Na        Lan _ WO,    which proved to be inhomogeneous by 

observation and by chemical analysis of the crystal.    In place of the 

induction furnace used for the above crystal growths, a resistance 

fumtce was designed and built for the lower-melting host material: 

lead molybdate (PbMoO ), 

The earlier ^tudy of anhydrous  lanthanum chloride as a 

host crystal was supplemented in this period by a study of anhydrous 

strontium chloride (SrCl ).    The resistance furnace used for lead 
2 

molybdate was modified by caaintalnlng an inert gas-hydrogen chloride 

atmosphere about the crucible of molten SrCl , to prevent its hydrolysis 

and oxidation. Pulling a crystal from this melt (to be doped with 

divalent samarium chloride) will be attempted. 
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A new sacertal  for Incorporating rare earth ions was 

prepared-,     yttrium vanadate  (YVO.).     It melts at about 18üO*C and 

^eerns to promote line fluorescence of rare earths. 

7 «0    0i>tical Devices 

Experimentsi and analytical work has shown that efficient 

coupling In optical pumping can be achieved using a  reflective circular 

cylinder.    Efficiencies ace higher than diffuse  cavities  or reflective 

ellipses  under  conditions where  the  lamp and sample diameters are not 

negligible  compared  to  the  cavity diameter. 

A theoretical anal/sis  of the properties of cube  comer inter- 

ferometers has been experimentally verified.    An attempt was made  to 

build an osciltetor using such an interferometer as a  resonant cavity. 
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II, Optical Pueapit^ of Ceslma Vapor by Helium L&aip 

1,0 Suaiaary of Work P^rfonaed 

During the present period we have completed construction 

of a 1 cm diameter Cs/He lASBR tube with an optically pumped length 

of 90 cm. With this apparatus we have measured directly light 

amplification at X » 3.2 microns. The measured amplification 

coefficient corresponded to a gain of approximately 6X. The construction 

of an oscillator designed for a 7,18 micron output is under way, 

I     2«0 Analysis of Work Performed 

r 2.1 Amplification Experiment 

The following article, giving the details of the gain measure- 

ment, has been publiced in Physical Review Letters (Dec. 1, 1961 

page 415)* 

i 
I 

I 

! 

i 
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COHERENT LIGHT AMPLIFICATION IN 
OPTICALLY PUMPED Cs  VAPOR* 

Submitted  to: 

Physical Review Letters 

S.  Jacobtu  G,  Gould 
and 

P.  Rabtnowitz 
TRG,   Incorporated 
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An excess population density in the upper of two states 

connected by an optical transition taakes possible Light Amplification 

by Stimulated Emission of Radiation (LASER), This lias recently been 

demonstrated lr a gasaous system employing collisions of the second 

kind  . We have measured spatially coherent amplification In cesium 

(2) 
vapor excited by selective optical pumping 

An optical pump suitable for obtaining a population Inversion 

In cesium is the intense He 3888A line which overlaps the 3rd cesium 

resonance line (see Figure 1).  In 1930 Boeckner reported fluorescence 

(3) 
In cesium excited by the He 3888Ä line  . We have extended Boeckner's 

optical pumping experiment by measuring the absolute Intensities of 

(4) 
Cs fluorescent lines   and from these measurements have computed the 

populations of the associated states using transition probabilities 

(5) 
calculated by the Bates-Damgaard method 

(1) A, Javan, W. R. Bennett, Jr. and n, R, Harriott, Phys. Rev. Letters 
106, t'eb.   1; 1961 

(2) A. L. Schawlow and C. H. Townes# Phys. Rev. 112, 1940 (1958) 
and by G. Gould in an unpublished proposal to ARPA December, 1958. 

(3) C, Boeckner, Bur, Standards J, Research 5, 13, July 1930. 
(4) S, Jacobs, F. Rablnowltz and G. Gould submitted to J, Opt. Soc, Amer, 
(5) D. R. Bates and A. Damgaard, Phil. Trans. No 842, 101, 1949. 
*  This work was supported by Advanced Research Projects 

Agency through the Air Force Olfice of Scientific Research, 
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Table  1 shows  the populations  of certain enfctgy levels  obtained 

under optimized conditions, 

TABLE  I 

6      3 
Cs Energy Levels Population Density (10 atoms/cm ) 

8F1/2 100 

8P3/2 30 

8S1/2 10 

3/2 

5D 200 
3/2 

The population of the SPWT enerSy l«vel was substantially greater 

chan that of the lower levels, SS, -_ and 6D_ ._, LASER action was 
1/2      3/2 

therefore possible at the corresponding wavelengths, A • 7,2^.  and 3.2p.. 

The amplification coefficient is related to the populations 

by the equation 

k(v) = tSL  (B21N2 - B^) S(v) (1) 

TECHNICAL RESEARCH GROUP 
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where S(v) Is the aormaiizei lineshape function (jS(v)dv • I). 

B Is the coefficient of induced emission ( Einstein B) 

N , N,. are ehe population densities. 

Assuming a Doppler profile, Che amplification coefficient 

at line center reduces to . 
1/2      - - 

k(v) .i|i.(f°2  A  '  A,, -a- (H.-|2-N)    (2) 
P'   I on     Ubc^ir^J       21 t^h 2  gj^   1 

where A is  the spontaneous emission coefficient  (Einstein A), 

g*,   %2 are  statistical  weights and dX     is  the Doppler width. 

The experimental apparatus  for  the amplification 

measurement  consisted of an optically pumped Cs  fluorescent source, 

an optically pumped amplification cell,  a narrow band interference 

filter and a  radiation, detector  Tee Figure  2).    The measurement was 

carried out at  3.2ii,   rather  thin   it 7.2^,   because of the superior 

detectivity of a fc'bS  liquid nitrogen cooled detector compared with 

the b^st 7^  detectors. 

The source and amplifier were heated Cs  cells,  9 cm and 

90 on long respactively,  positioned within reflective cavities and 

illuffilnated by helium discharge  lamps.    The  source  lamp,   P_,  was 

TECHNICAL RESEARCH GROUP 
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13. 

operated at  JO Hcs and modulated at  105  cps   in order  to avoid whopping 

the  thenaal  radiation emitted by  the heated Cs  cell.    The amplifier 

lamp,  P,, was  operated at 400 cps,   sincfe  rf power,  which provides more 

efficient excitation,  was  not available to  run a  tube  of its  diiaensions. 

The  temperature  of  the Cs was  adjusted   for aaximuE  fluorescence.    The 

absorption coefficient at  the  center of the  3rd Cs  resonance  line was 

then k x -    where  r  i?   the  cell  radius.    The  Cs  source and amplifier o    t 

diameters were 4 and 10 tan respectively,   corresponding to an optimum 

Cs  temperature of  1750C in the source and  165eC in the amplifier,     in 

order to reduce  the effects of impurity gases  upon the population  In- 

version a continuously pumped vacuum system was  used in the amplifier 

cell.    The conductance was  designed to establish a vacuum system gradient 

of no more than 3% along  the amplifier  tube  in order  to  insure  unlfora 

absorption of pumping  light.     It was  found that  fluorescence  lines 

originating  from levels ordinarily populated by collisions were reduced 

greatly in intensity when the vacuum system was  utilised« 

Phase sensitive detection was  used with c time constant, 

i % 1/3 sec,  which made possible detection of 2 x  ID'      watts.    The 

power reaching the  1/4 x 1/4 mm detector  from the source was about 

-9 10      watts,  and provided a signal-to-noise ratio of 100:1,    The 
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dtscrepÄncy between system detectivity and observed stgnal-to-notse 

waa  due  to aechanlcal  vibration of the very siaill  Image with respect 

Y to  the minute detector. 
i 

The direct amplification measurement was made by turning 

r 
on and off the 400 cps helium lamp illuminating the amplifier cell. 

The detection system, locked in on 105 cps, showed an increase of 
i 

r 
4 - IX each time the amplifier helium larnp was Curned on. The follow- 

ing checks were made, each time repeating the above procedure: 

1. Cs vapor pressure uas reduced^ gain disappeared, 

2. Source power was turned off; signal went to zero and 
remained there. 

3. Source power was on, but source light was blocked. 
Signal remained ar zero0 

4* Wavelength tüter «ras changed to x » 3.01^ (6P, _ - 5D1/;) 

transition), absorpuian was jbsen^ed.        ' / 

5. Lirtearity of the dete-tion system was checked by introducing 
3,2^ radiation after, instead of chrough, the amplifier cell. 
This was dene by means of a beam splitter. The source and 
amplifier intensities were adjusted so that the power levels 
reaching the detector were comparable to their original 
respective values. The detection system was again locked 
to the source, no enhancement effect was observed. 

We feel that the above checks rule out the possibility 

of artifact. The measured amplification is in reasonable agreement 
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with the value cotsputed from Equation 2 using populaclöua giver- 

in Table I, 

-1 
k(v ) » ,002 cm  for x - 3,2^ 

c 

This coefficient laay be reduced by a factor as Urge 

as 2 due to incipient hyper fine splitting in Ü?l/2'    Assuming 

a Doppler shape for both source and amplifier the measurei ampli* 

fication coefficient averaged over the lineshape, is smaller by a 

factor of ^2  than the value at line center.  From these considerations 

one predicts a measured gain of approximately &%  for a 90 cm cell. 

Butaeva and Fabrikant recently investigated the possibi- 

lity of obtaining a population Inversion in Cs by a comblnAtlon of 

(6) 
optical pumping and collisions of the second kind  . They measured 

variations in the relative intensities of the 7D-6P fluorescence 

tcansitions which they suggest mav be due to stimulated emission of 

radiation. The interpretation of Butaeva and Fabrikant rests on the 

assumption that the lifetimes of 6F1/2 -^  *re not  appreciably 

lengthened by radiation trapping. According to the theory of light 

imprisonment due to T. Holstein  , the lifetime of these states 

-8    (8) 
should be increased from the natural ^iretime of 3 x 10  sec.   to 

(6) F, A, Butaeva and V. A. Fabrikant  Rasearch in Experimental 
and Theoretical Physics  In maßoriam of G, S. Landsberg 
U.S.S.R, Acad, Sei Press 1959 

(7) T. Holstein - Phy». Rev 83 1159  1951 
(8) R. Minkowski and W. Muhienbruch - 2. Physik, 63, 198  1930. 
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-4 about  10      sec,  under  the condtttons  of their experiment.     Since 

the  trapped lifetiiae  is  longer  than that of any other exctted Gs 

level, we do not believe the populations  of 6P^  .    , .    could be  less 
1/2,3/2 

than that of any other Cs level, excepc the ground level. This 

conclusion we substantiated by oacasurement of strong absorption 

in the 6P1/2 - 5D , transition. 

An improved apparatus is being built which we believe 

will increase the amplitication coefficient by a factor of 5. An 

oscillator incorporating Cs vapor is also under construction. 

We wish to thank J. Sjoblom for performing the 

Bates-Damgaard calculations, B, Freeman and J, Poulos for 

assistance in constructing the apparatus. 
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Figure 1 - Cesium Doublet Diagram Showing Optical 
Pumping of 8P, ,.. by He j888A Radiation. 

l/£ 

Figure 2  - Experimental Arrangement   for Amplification 
Measurement. 

P,,   P    «  helium lamps 

C,,   C9 -  reflective cavities 

S -  Cs  source  cell 

A ■ Cs amplifier cell 

F -  narrow bandpass   filter 

D ■  radiation detector 

V » entrance  to vacuum pump 
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Suüiuafizlng  the  result  of  this  gain measuremeriC,  *   Sai" ot 

4-11 was measured*     Thts  BÄasured v^iue  Is  necessarliy averaged over 

the whole   lineshape and Impites   that   the  gain at   line  center was  close 

to  6%,   In good agreement with  our expectations  based on Cs   fluorescence 

More  recently Che   light   source and  reflector have  been improved, 

increasing the  effective optical  pumping,  and hence  the gain    by 

a  factor  of  2.5. 

2«2    Congtructlon of oscillator 

At  the  time   of  this  writing    «.onstruccton of an oscillator 

is more  than halt completed.     This  csciMator   is  designed  for a 

7.18ti output,  where  the gain coefficient  is  6-1/2  times  triat at 

3.20^.    This  increase  in  the ^ain coefficient   correspond^  to well 

over  100% gain. 

Although  the high anticipated goin makes   it   possible  to 

tolerate very great   losses,   there are   two aspects  of oscillator  design 

which require extreme  caution; 

2.2.1Windows 

Since we were unable to find adequate reflectors which are 

resistant to attack by cefium vapor, we plan to contain the cesium in 

a windowed tube with the reflectors outside in an evaluated region. 

In addition tc protecting the reflectors, this c astruction maintains 
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the  interfsronieter elements at  near-ambient   tetnpfiratures,  and  isolates   the 

turbulent hot air  from the optical beam» 

We haw found no  really pleasing solution to  the problem 

f sealing vacuum-tight,   7u  transparent,   interferometric quality 

windows  onto  the  cesium tube  in a way that  does  not  involve  either 

great  losses  01  risk.     The  solution we  have   chosen  is   to press   flat 

b   rlura  fluoride windows against   rhc   flattcnei glasi   tobe ends  and 

then baffle,   trap and pump  away  the   small  aniounL of  cesium chat  l^aks 

through the  imperfect  seal.     (sea  Figure   /.D     The windows wl■1   be 

oriented with  their  surfnc«  o   rmals   it   Br«t?sr.t>r^     niile --ith   - .   i^ ■ t 

to   the  beam,   so  that  u*e may  be made öt   tnis  anti-reflection  technique. 

1*2,2    Diffraction Losses 

The solution to the window problem described above involve^ 

an increase in the resonator lengtn to 1.7 meters. This great length, 

combined with the long wavelength, makes the diffraction losses of the 

7M. oscillator non-negligible. These losses are still quite manageable. 

provided the diameter is kept large. The following expression, due to 
(9 ) 

Sarone   , shows approximately the way diffraction losses depend on 

wavelength, resonator length and diameter. 

Diffraction Loss <x / ^f ] 

 i!J ,  
(9)  Stephen Barone - Research on Properties of IASER Devices 

Technical Report 5, page 86, July 10, 196i 
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(10) 
(The analysts due Co Fox and Li    Is more  accurate for the present 

case, but the preceding analytic expression shows approximately the 

way in which parameters enter). 

The need to maintain a large diameter has led us to defer 

temporarily construction of a crossed roof resonator, in favor of 

a confocal, or near»confocal type of cavity. The beam In a crossed 

roof resonator has only half the diameter of that of a plane Fabry- 

Perot resonator, and hence, approximately 8 times the diffraction losses, 

(11) (12) 
while the contocal resonator    has been c-monstrated    to have 

diffraction losses which are less than those of the plane Fabry-Perot. 

3.0 Work Planned for Hext Period 

During the next period it is planned that the 7.18ii oscillator 

will be successfully operated and its various characteristics measured. 

As soon as the experimental threshold for oscillation is 

known we will begin work on 

a, constructing a 7.18M. oscillator of much smaller dimensions and 

b. operating at X « 3.20M. 
-a ;* « « -:*i JH.. •» «r- =; ä •• i 

(10) A. G, Fox and Tingye Li, Bell System Tech, Journal 40 453 (1961) 
(11) G. D. Boyd & J. P. Gordon, Bell System Tech. Journal 40 489 (1961) 
{11}   D, R. Herriott, private communication 
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1U.    Direct Discharge Excitation of IASER l-ledlft 

I.ö    Siananry of Work Perfonaed 

Three OMJthods uf direct discharge excitation utilizing 

collisions of the second kind were studied during the present period. 

They were:     Excitation of Ne by He^  excitation of Xe by Kr,  and 

excitation o€ Zn by Zn. 

1.1    Helium-Neon 

A quartz helium-neon discharge tube was  constructed,  one 

meter long and  I.„5  cm in diameter.    When filled wxth 1.0 mm of helium 

and 100 microns of neo.i and excited with rf power at 20 Mc,   it exhibited 

amplification of 2%/iaeter Integrated across  the  total  linewidth ~t 

A •» 1.1523 microns.    Further optimization of i&i . parameters was 

accomplished in the optical resonator cavity. 

A type  of oscillator cavity was  cunstruc^ed in which one 

reflector was  flat,  the other spherical.    The optical system was 

deliberately made non-confocal in order to relax requirements on alignment. 

Streng oscillations were observed at ^ "  1.1523 microns.    Ampliflcaticn 

parameters when optimized reeuiteci in a gain of 9% per met^r in a  tube 

7 mm in diameter,   filled with  1,5 mm of helium,  and 170 microns  of neon. 
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1,2 Krypcon-Xeaon 

A series of expertments was perfonaed In order to  study the 

feasibility of building a gas discharge LASER containing xenor 

pumped by collisions of the second kind with krypton oetstable atoms. 

The experiments perfonaed were to ascertain whether indeed, there could 

be a directed transfer of energy ttom  ehe krypton syst' J to the xenon 

system. The first series looked for enhanced emission of light from 

level?, tliat. would be selectively excited by the krypton, the second 

series looked for selective depopulation of the krypton metastable 

states as a funccbn of the xenon partial pressure.  Because of the 

increase in lifetime in the discharge of the lower level of the 

proposed LASER due to resonance light tiapping, a series of experiments 

was performed to ascertain this lifetime. The results of the three 

series of experiments ate listed below; - they indicate that krypton 

is interacting with xenon, a result not in the previous literature, 

1, Enhancement of Xe Emission 

For the transitions 2p - Is 
6    4 

2p7 - ls4 

2p9 - ls4 

an average of five times the expected amount of emission of xenon 
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li^it was awtaaured, over the average of chree control esiissioas 

3p7 - ls2 

2p3 - ls2 

4d3 " 2pI0 

In a mixture of iOOy. of Kr and 8^ of Xe. 

2^ £>epopulatt)n of Kr Ige 

For three transitions out of the Kr Is stater the increase 

of Xe partial pressure frou 1&  to KV caused an average 11X decrease 

la absorption coefficient. The slight lowering of electron temperature 

by the lacrease of Xe pressure did not change the emission of various 

Kr lines examined in emission» 

3« Light-trapping in Xe 

Guided by Holstein's model, the absorptions out of the 

Xe Is, and Isc states were compared. At 1 micron of Xe, the average 
4 J 

absorption out of the  Is.   to 2p states  for 4 transitions was  2.1%, 

the average  for  3  transitions  from the  Is    state  to the 2p states was 

42.9%.    At higher pressures  the absorption coefficients were so  large 

from both the  Is,  and Is.  states  that meaningful measurements  could 

not be made.    This  dramatic evidence tells  us we are in the region 

where an inverfiton may be possible. 
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1.3    Zinc-Zinc 

Under particular cxpcrtmental conditions, excitation of 

3 
the  6 S  level of  zinc  in a discharge has  been observed to be 

almost entirely due  to self collisions  of the second kind between 

aetastables. 

Under these conditions,   the maximum lifetime of the 

trapped resonance  level of Zn (4 P )   is T -  1 x 10      sec at a pressure, 

P      » 0.6 am Hg.    With helium admixed at P      -  1.0 ram Hg,   the electron 
Zn He 

thermalizatlon time  is  10'    sec. 

2.0    Analysis of Work Performed 

2.1    Helium-Neon System 

2.1.1    Aiaplificatlon Experiment 

An experiment  to observe amplification at one or more LASER 

frequencies  in the helium-neon system was performed.    An energy level 

diagram of this  system Is given in Figure   3.1.    A gain of 2i)X per meter 

was  observed at    X »  1,1523 micron^.    This gain measurement was an 

average across  the  total  linewidth,  and did not give  the peak spectr«»! 

gain. 

2.1.1.1    Design of Double Modulation Apparatus 

In using the double-beam spectrophotometer described in 

the Xe-Kr section of this  report we  found that  it was  subject  to a 
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subtle  fona of  rf pick-up. 

Though Che double-beam apparatus  has equal   optical path 

lengths  through the  two beams,   the  two paths  suffer different aaounts 

of vignetting.    That is,  a change  in the spatial distribution of the 

discharge  in  the source  lamp,   caused by pick-up   from the  rf power exciting 

the amplifier  tube,   can cause a  change  in the  relative amount of  light 

in  the  two paths.     This  change  In angular distribution of source  light 

manifests   itself as an unbalancing of the optical bridge which was 

Da lanced in  the absence of if excitation to  the amplifier  tube. 

Since it was   found chat extremely small amounts  of rf 

pick-up could cause an apparent gain equal  to  Che gain we were trying 

to measure we abandoned the double-beam system for  the  double modulation 

system which  is  relatively resistant  to rf pick-up. 

In  the double modulation scheme,   the source  lamp is modulated 

at  one  frequency and the  discharge  in  the amplifier  tube  is modulated 

at a different  frequency.     If there is either absorption or amplification 

there will be a mixing of  the  two modulation  frequencies,   producing 

the sum and difference   frequencies  in the absorbed or amplified wave- 

lengths.     The  strength of the output signal at  the difference  frequency 

for example,  will  be proportional  to  the  source  Intensity I    and the 

amount of amplification or absorption taking place. 
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In the experiment perfonaed here Che source light was 

iaodul«ted *t 1320 cps and the amplifier cell was modulated at 1 kc. 

This generated a difference frequency of 320 cpa which was detected by 

a phase sensitive detector locked to an externally mixed portion of the 

two modulating signals (sec block diagram of double-modulation apparatus, 

Figure i2). 

We measure the difference between the source lamp signal 

I and the light leaving the 80 cm amplifier tube, I JL . 

Thus 
aL 

Signal  -  IoJt      -  ^ * Io    aL' 

-12 In our apparatus  the minimum noise,  Ns   is  6 x 10        watts/cycle* 

The minimum detecutöle signal occurs when signal equals  noise,  or when 

I0aL - N,     Thus  the minimum detectable amplification coefficient,  a,   is 

given by: 

Oui: minimum detect4ble value  of a  for X -  1.1523M.  is  determined by  the 

relation  dL -  1/4%,  or   a «  3 x 10'    cm"   , 

With I0 » 2.4 x  10'9 watts, that is 400 x N. 

The sensitivity to  rf pick-up described here  is  not  inherent 

\ in double-beam systems.     If one were  to  take sufficient pains  to construct 

truly equivalent optical paths   for both beams,   then no  change  in source 
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lamp brtghtoftss would unbÄlance the optical bridge mce baUnced.     In 

such a system on« would not b® permitted to use an iris  to balance  the 

bridge since the  iris would necessarily be an aperture stop  for one 

path which would introduce vignetting which would not have  its  counter- 

part in the other path. 

Rather than attampting to  further shield the source lamp or 

provide a variable attenuator of constant aperture we elected to construct 

the double-modulation system. 

In the double beam system one  loses half the available signal 

at the half silvered mirror where the two beams are recomblned,     since 

half of each beam is thrown away. 

In a double modulation and single modufction beam system the 

source intensityr  I0,  is given by; 

I Io - | (l-HjinSp. 

| The modulated absorption coefficient in the double modulation 

•   system is j  (l+sin9 ). The unmodulated absorption coefficient is 

simply B. In the latter case the result of absorption is I • B x j 

(l+stnö^). The detected ac s'^nal is 

r Wected - r sln9i- 

I 
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In tm double soduLsted svstBa the result of absorption is 

| (Usinö^  x j (I+sin92).    The detected ac signal is f 

I, , - 41    cos   (9  -8  ). f 
detected      X 1    2 ■ 

Thus  compared with the unmodulated system the detected double modulation ] 

signal  loses half its  light  from the  loss  of one sideband i,e.  cosCö^ö ) • 

and it loses half of what is  left simply beaause the absorber is off half 

the  time.     In our experiment we  find a  ratio of 4,3 rather than 4,0.    This 

is  undoubtedly due to the  fact  that neither modulation was  truly 

sinusoidal.    With the double modulation system we observed 1.57, gain in 

a mixture of 100^ Ne and 1 mm He  in an 80 cm long 1.5  cm diameter 

discharge region, with 30 to 50 watts excitation.    The source tube was 

15 cm long and 1.5 cm diameter. 

Gain disappeared when the  rf power exceeded 50 watts,  and of 

course no signal was seen with source or amplifier discharge alone. 

Absorption was seen when the He partial pressure was reduced,  keeping 

the sarae total pressure. ^ 

After assuring ourselves  that a sealed off tube would continue 

to show gpln after a few days of idleness we went on to construct a 

He-Ne oscillator. 
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2.1,2 Oscillation Experiment two 

After iseasurement of gain tn the He-Ne aiaplitler experinKnt, t^n 

work was  started on oscillators which will aake  use of the crossed roof 

and cube-corner interferometer principle.    The great  stability, and 

ruggedness of these  devices  is  described In the Optical Devices section The 

of this  report« and 

Before putting any of the  retrorefleeting optics  in it was 

decided to build a LASER to use as a standard against which to compare 

the retroreflector cavities.     For  this  first LASER we are using a 

(X3) 
modification of the coafocal cavity described by Boyd and Gordon 

The modified cavity has vastly reduced diffraction losses  compared 

with the plane Fabry-Perot cavity,  and the  line-up of the elements  is 

also much less  critical.    The results of Boyd and Gordon can be inter- 

preted as  showing  that a cavity with one of the spherical mirrors 

replaced by a  flat  located such that  the distance between the  flat and 

spherical mirror is  less  than the  focal  length of the sphere will have 

the desired properties.     In our system the separation is  120 cm and the 

focal length of the sphere is 195 cm. 

Oscillation was observed at X «  1.1528ja with approximately 

fifty microwatts _in _the _1ASER _beam.__^XhteshqId _for _o8_ci^at^ii jtf&i...._.  

(13)    G.  D.   Boyd and J.  P.  Gordon,   Bell System Tech.   Journal 40   489   (1961) 
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two watts of rf power into a twenty centimeter length discharge.  One 

can estimate from this a gain of 9% in a meter. 

2.1.2.1 Design of Oscillator Apparatus 

The He-Ne LASER was  coritructed with internal reflectors. 

The reflectors are a 1.95 meter focal length spherical silvered mirror 

and an optical flat with multi-layer coating. See Figure 3.3 and 3.4 

There Is 120 cm between reflectors and 90 cm of 7nin 

i.d. quartz discharge tube. The spherical mirror and flat each sit 

in a holder connected to the discharge tube by a stainless steel b'   s. 

The sphere Is adjustable to one minute of angle with the system evacuated, 

Spacing between mirrors Is determined by two aluminum 

I-beams secured to a granite surface plate. 

Light Is collected from the device through the 0.8% 

transmitting multi-layer and the 1/20-wave flat vacuum window.  Both 

ends of the device are demountable with knife edge seals biting into 

copper gaskets. 

The LASER is filled from an ax* metal gas handling system 

using a cryogenic fore pump and a five liter per second Ion pump. The 

shorter diffusion path (for a 7 nan diameter tube, rather than a 1.5 mm 

tube) for the neon s,- metastablcs to be de-exclted by collisions with 
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the walls permitted higher transfer rates to be employed in the 

pumping process. Thus the neon partial pressure was raised to 170 

micronsj the helium partial pressure to 1.5 mm.  Pressures of He and Ne 

are measured with a ffegnevac gauge calibrated with a McLeod gauge on 

another vacuum system. These precautions assure that there will be no 

contaiminatlon of the discharge by Hg or organic materials from oil seale 

fore pumps or diffusion pumps. 

It has been found that an oil sealed fore pump may preceed 

the cryogenic foie pump to increase the pumping speed of the system 

for helium. This combination can bring the entire system to 1 x 10 nan 

Hg with no other pump operating. With the ion pump operating the 

-8 
ultimate pressure for the filling system is 2 x 10  mm Hg. 

2«1.3 On the Question of Adding Argon to the He-Ne 
LASER Discharge 
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U) 
Thm ioggfltstioa hn« b««a sMidc by A.  J«VA&        that the 

addition of «rgcm tc the lte*H« IASRR dljich«rg« would eaott probably 
(15) 

give  lücr««««d g*tn.    Thii  i» predicated on the clais by W.  Beonett 
(14) 

and A. Javan chat the major procest  for populating the lower levelf 

of the LASER tranaltlona,   (the 2P configuration)  la electron axclta- 

tlon of the Ne la. mmtmn^ hie atoaM upward* to the 2P atatea. 

The following la merely a copperiaon of the   "erlout trancfer 

retea to ahow that the •oggeatloa la plaualble. 

The basic transfer rate tor ptasfilng of the upper IASE1 
US ,16) 

level«,   (the 2a configuration)   i« given by W*  Bennett 

-1 
nu*    cu    M-    v    " ^^t^^00 ••c        ft'r lwot> pf«««ure of 
^      **'** ICtO Edcrona 

where fui#    19 population of neon atotm in «tofaa/ca 

^He-Ne    ^ «verage croas-aection for colllaiona of the        2 
second kind exciting the Ne 2s configuration tn em • 

v is the mean r^lseive velocity of Be with retpac» 
to Ne In CBV »«c 

II) A. Javan,  talk at Gaseous Slectronics Conference,  l0-li-6l. 
n) V. Bennett, calk at TIG, Inc. 2-15-61. 
11)  Recalculated approximately by G. Croaof fron data by A.  Phelpa 
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TYm tr«nafer r*te«  foi  loniwtton of «rgon by Yim *nd 

(17) 
T m nittÄitabl« mtom* «re respectively, 

r n      c v-a4   (9.7 % 10"17 as2)   (13,2 x 10' an/tec) 
A      He-A A 

- n    12,8 * 10 

f n      ^Ne-A ^'nA  (26 X 10'17  ^ )   (6s7 x l0    cnV/»#c> 

- n    17,4 x 10"12 

«e ih«ll Ignore the direct de-excit*ttoD. of the   upper USER 

leveli.   (the 2t configuretion) by the ergon etome 

As en upper liia^it to the emount of f.rgon thet mey be 

added in a constructive feshion, we require thst 

Trensfer Rate tte    *   A    -     Transfer Este He      ■♦      N« 

As a lower limit  co the assunt of argon that may oe 

added in a constructive  fashion, we require that 

1 
Transfer Rat« Ne    *    A -   r 

D 

where T    is  the diffusion time of the lie U    metsstsble atom« 
ID (Ifc) 

to the walle.    Phclps      . ec al have made a clear case that in the 

pressure range  of the LASER discharge,  and for the power density 

IJ) Cross-sections  fro© M. A,  Biondi,  Phys.  R*JV5  85,  6!>3    (1951) 
If) A,  V,  Phelp«, Westin^house Research Laboratorias,  Scientific 

Paper 6-94439-6P3 
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of the dlichiarge,  the oaijor rel*x«tton   «tiiod  for  the 1»    met««tablet 

is by diffufilon -  liiaitcd collisions with  Che wills. 

T    . JL- . 235 x lO*6 secoorg 

2  „2 
where A - ■— ;  ^s t^c cherecteristic diffusion length iqiutred 

(2.4)   for c long cylinder of redlus R - 0.75 cm 
in our case. 

(19) 
D    is obtained frcxa Phclps        geaei.il expression., 

m 

D » 413 an /sec. It msy be noted thst the diffusion coefficients 
m 

for excited atoms d: /^er fro® those for unexcited atoms. 

The inequalities requtF 

-12   -1 "1 
I, n 12,8 x 10   sec  £  16,000 sec 

A 
14       3 

n    ^  12.5 x 10  atoms/oa 

•12 -1 1 II. n 17e4 x 10   sec  ^  — ■••       *—~— 
235 x 10  sec 

13       3 
n   ^  24,5 x 10  atoms/cm 
A 

14       3 15       3 
. ".   2.45 x 10  atoms/cm ^ n £ 1.25 x 10  atona/cm 

A 
converting to partial pressure of argon P , we obtain 

A 

7.56ti €    P    £    ;"      i 

(1^)A.  V.  Phelps,  Phys,   Ilav4   114.   1011  (1959) 
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I 
I It is prudent to add A§  little argon as possible, 

because of the argon-Induced perturbation to the high-energy tail 

of the electron distribution.  Tue LASER is dependent on the Supply 

of electrons of energy greater tlan ehe 2J eleccro vole thriihold 

3 
for excitation of  tiie '"puupiog"  He 2  s    netastable «ton«. 

One may calculate Che electron tcuperacure  frora the 

eapirlcal iouisacion by electrons  in the diccharge and from 

(20) 
various otiuar paraieters,   folIcnd.ug the aethou of von Eugul 

For puru {j&sea  a  s ilutioa of a  uuiveraal nature  is  given by 

r
x 7 2 

L— =  1 .2 x 10     (cpH) (3al) 

J 

liiere x    =  ^—r5- 

i 

C as 

r  P 

elsctron Ciiar;:e ■u* 

V.     =  ionization potoutial 

k    » Bolcrrwin's  constant 

2 
T       =«  electron  terperature  defined by    1/2 mv    ■   3/2  k T 

a    •  Ionisation efi'leiency 

K    «  ionic o^bility 

p     •=  prass are 

R    «•  tube  radius 

(20) A.  von Engel  "Ionised Gases'1,  Chiford      p.215   (1955) 
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for R - Oc.75 co, «nd m graphic* 1 tolutlon to equfttlon (3*L), 

we obtain 

GAS 

pure He 

pur« Nc 

pure   A 

jgp 

3 x 10 
-3 

4,5 x 10 

3,0 x 10 

-3 

-2 

T 

21,00ü#K 

l7fOO0#K 

1O,5OÜ0K 

We eftlraite the He-Ne LASER electron tetcperet^re ee 

T ä20,000*K or T   «  1,7 electron volts, and that ot the 
e • 

He-Ne-A »end-Penning mixture *• T » 15f00u#K(?) T^ä 1.3 ev. 

The relevant quantity it f, the fraction of electron» of energy 

greater than 20 electron volt».    Thl» require»  the intagratloiof 

the Miax''#ellian «ler^y di»tributlon: 

f 
He-Ne 

f 
He-N« 

a.7 

E 
V2--Tr7 i CL\ ^ io 

.   £ 
V2    —3 

\T7 

where £ ■ elmrtron energy in electron volt» 
3 

Ne total number of electron»/cm' 

10 
-6 
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U if thus possible that It the estimate of the drop In 

electron temperature Is as severe as chosen, the production rate 

for new He jaetastabUa would be severely decreased. 
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2.2 Xenon-Krypton System 

Because of the paucity of knowledge of the relevant parameters, 

the Xe Kr system has been studied in a very empirical fashion in the 

laboratory- The Kr ls^ metastable state is known from atomic beam 

results to have a free state lifetime greater than 1 millisecond. 

The states for which energy level coincidences exist with 

resonance energy defect E  less than ambient kT - 209 cm  are listed 

below. 

Kr 

Is. 

Xe 

Is,-   3d_ 

Is.   3d, 

Is 

- F 
RX     AC 

- 147 cm 

+ 15 cm 

- 53 cm 

3 cm 

Possib:e LASER Transition 

2p is 

3d - 2p 

3d - 2p 

2s - 2p 

0.9 microns 

4.0 microns 

4,0 microns 

1.5 microns 

The most   favored  transition   for  possible  LASER action is   in 

the 4C0 micron region.     Because of   the added difficulty to an already 

complex experimental  set   jp,   no attempt was made  to study the 4,0 

micron  transitions.    A cdreful   s^rch   for enhancement of Xe emission 

yielded only positive  results   for  rhe  2p  -   1%   transitions.     No 

correlation between  the araoun*   of enhancement and  the  resonance energy 

defect  could be made  for  the  transitions 
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i 

2h ■  1S4 
2p7 - ls4 

2P9 - is, • 

An average of five times the expected amount of emitted light was 

measured, over the average of three control transitions 

3p7 - l82 

2P3 - U2 

4d3 " 2PlO 

in a mixture of 8 microns of xenon and 100 microns of krypton, 

A series of experiiaents was pefformed of absorptions out of 

the krypton Is metastable state as a function of xenon partial 

pressure to determine if indeed, energy was being transferred to the 

xenon system. 

For three transitions out of the krypton Is state, the 

increase of xenon partial pressure from 1 micron to 10 microns caused 

an average 111  decrease tr absorption percentage. The slight lowerin 

of electron temperature by the increase of xenon pressure did noC 

change the emission of various krypton lines examined in emission, 

so that one may conclude that the depopulation was caused by 

collisions of the second kind with xenon atoms. 
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The basic transfer rate for exciting the xenon atoms by 

the krypton ls5 metastable is 

(3.2) 
nXe V-^Xe  V- Rl 

where 

-3 
n,,        »number of Xe atoms (cm ) 
Xe 

2 
öKr-Xe"averaSe cross-section in cm 

v    »average relative velocity oi  Xe-Kr(coy'sec) . 

Although we do not know the cross-section for collisions of the 

second kind, we may make an estimate following aruguments of the type 

(21 ) (22 ) 
used by Hassey & Burhop   , and Rautian and Sobelman   . Additionally 

the experimental data collected by Zemansky supports the arguimant. 

One may make a guess as to the upper limit on the cross- 

section for exact resonance between identical atoms undergoing 

optically allowed transitions as 

„ 3 2 

max    vh 

-18 
where n  is   the  dipole moment ^    10      e.s.u. 

v is  the  relative velocity of atom-atom system 

h is Planck's  constant . 
► » «■-*- ^ -■«■-■»> * 

(21)     Massey U Burhop  "Electronic and Ionic   Impact  Phenomena"p.444 
(Oxford 1952) 

(22 ^    S.   Rautian and J,  Sobel'raan,  J.  Exptl.  Theoret.  Phys.(USSR) 
39,  217   (1960) 
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Thusi 

-13  2 

From a correspondence principle argument, when an energy 

defect exists one requires that 

aAE 1 
hv  -s 

r -8 where a « range of atom-atom Interaction-■'10 " cm 

AE »  energy defect ■ ,018 ev5 
i 

in order to have a cross-sectica for transfer of excitation somewhere 

in the neighborhood of gas kinetic. Using these values of the parameters 

4 and v" 4 x 10 cm/sec    one finds that the condition is satisfied. 

I -15  2 2 Thus the cross-section is  possibly 10   cm*- for Kr Is -*Xe p.. 

A similar argument for Kr Is —» Xe 3d_ suggests 10^ H cm as a possible 
J J 

cross-section.  A rigorous analysis following the work of Buckingham 

\ (23) (24) 
and Daigarno   , or Stueckeiberg    cannot be done because of the 

lack of knowledge of the interaction potentials of the metastable atom - 

ground state atom systems. 

(23) R. Buckingham & A. Daigarno Proc. Roy. Soc, A213, 32.7 and 506^ (1932; 
(24) E. Stueckeiberg Helv. Acta Physica 5, 369 (1932) 
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It  IJ  thug  the case  that  the lit ls_ preferentially excites 

Lne  3d configuration    at  least by a  factc/.  of ten.     However by cascade 

f-om the  3d to 2p configuration,  a contr^" ution to enhancement  is  certainly 

obtained,. 

As a limit on useable  transfer rates,  one should examine  the 

predictable rate of de-exctting the Kr Is,, b^ diffusion-limited collision 
5 

with the wall. The diffusion constant for the metastablf Kr atom has not 

been measured (to our knowledge; but one may extrapolate from the known 

diffusion cross sections for the other rare gas atoms in their metastaole 

states.  In general one may use the rigid sphere model to calculate the 

diffusion of one rare gas metastable atom in itself or in another rare 

gas if one increases the diamecer of the metastable atom by 2.2 times 

the unexcited diameter.  Then; 

—2 j"^ 
n     0,88 Jv^ + v2 .2. 
D  =  a———. ___     in cm /sec 

U 37r (nrn2) (1/2^ + S2))
2 

The coefficient for self Uiffusion is obtained by letting 

all quantities with subscript 2 equal those with subscript 1. 

where D^ * diffusion coefficient 

v.  * average velocity in cm/sec 

n,  ■ number of atoms of type 1 

S, m  atomic diameter cm 
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After one has  calculated the diffusion coefficient of the 

Kr 1^ atnm in pure krypton and in pure xenon,   then one niay extend 
(25)   (26) 

Blanc♦?  law to obtain the coefficient of diffusion In & mixture: 

1 f        1-f 
D D D 

Kr-Xe Kr        Xe 

number of Kr atoms ____—.«. 
total ninnber of atoms  in mixture 

D      *  diffusion coefficient of Kr  lsr   In pure  Kr 
Kr ^ 

- 

D  « diffusion coefficient of Kr lsc in p ire Xe Xe 5 

Sunanarizlng for the conditions relevant to the experiment 

D 
2 

Kr ls5 in lOOu of Kr plus 10u of Xe        240 cm /sec 

Kr ls5 In lOOu of Kr plus In of Xe 250 cmVsec 

Xe Is In lOOu of Kr plus lOu of Xe        160 cm /W 

Xe lsc in lOOu of Kr plus lu of Xe 170 cm /sec 
5 

One wishes to examine the reciprocal of the diffusion time 

for the pumping Kr metastable.  For the cylindrical geometry employed 

T 
A 2 

m 

TD - diffusion  time  in sec 

2.4 

(23)    A.  V,  Phelps,  Phys.  Rev.   U4    1011   (1959) 
(26)    T.  Holstein    Phys.  Rev.   100^,   1230A  (1955) 
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D 
.044 m-— 
250 cm"/sec 

TD *  176u sec 

One can put a lover bound on useful o     from the requirement that 
Kr-Xe 

R    2 »i-^    From equation   (3.2) 
1      iD 

*        l 

KrXß    nv„  v V  v  'D 

-3 
where n*  is number of Kr lsc atom cm Kr 5 

rJs      is number of excited 2p Xe 

T « X' :?£. lifetime guessed as 10' sec 
. — . - _ 

r 
i 

i 

i 

i 

'Kr-Xe 32 "x iP^^-B 4 7 1C^ gl 176 x lO"* »ec 

v       -15  2 o    ^4.4x10   cm^ 
Kr-Xe 

This shows that we are pretty much at the limit as regards 

reducing the iube diameter with the partial pressures employed. One 

may roughly estimate the number of excited 2p,. xenon atoms from 

extrapolating "typical" metastable populations in "typical" discharges   .     »= 

nKr Rl ' T" I 

f 
(27) V. Hughes G* Tucker, E. Rhoderick and G, Welnreich. Phys. Rev. 9_lv       | 

828 (1953) ■ 

I 
I 
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-4 
n* -» ^0 jx 
^ ^     ** where n  Is populattoa of normal krypton 

atoms 

n^ » ICT4 3.22 x 10I:> cm"3 

11  -3 
n* fc 3,22 x 10  cm 
Kr 

.-. n5eÄ(3,22 K 10
11 cm"3) (5600 sec'1)  :o*7 sec) 

n* a 1,8 x 10
8 cm*3 xe 

Because the lower level of the possible LASER transitions 

2p-l8. Is both light-trapped above certain pressures, and is populated 

by collisions from the populous Xe Is m testable, a small diameter 

tuba t» required; so as to allow resonance photons ls0 - Is^ lo  escape 

to the walls and also to quench Xe Is, metastables. 

The trapping lifetime is defined from Holstein, as 

T 
t  utural 

trapping    § 

where g is the escape factor  the number of absorptions and emissions 

the average resonance photon makei  s  to its collision with the 

wails. For cylindrical symmetry. 

1,60 
S - koR j¥ JIBg k0 K 
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where k - absorption coefficient at the center of a Dopr ^r 
broadened line, 

R » radius of cylinder. 

A plot of theoretical lifetimes-for-trappliig versus pressure 

is given for two choices of natural lifetime. An examination of the 

it 
graph tells us that only at xenon partial pressures less than several 

microns will one find a chance of inverting the 2p - Is populations. 

A series of experiments w^s performed of absorptions out 

of the Xe Is and Is, states to the 2p configurations in an effort 
4      5 

to obtain knowledge of the trapping lifetimes, and as a corollary, 

the natural lifetimes.  It was found that at 1 mic^un of xenon in 

100 microns of krypton, the average absorption out of the Is to 2p 

states tor four transitions was 2.17., the average for three transitions 

from the Is, state to 2p states was 42.97.. At higher pressures the 

absorption coefficient was so large from both the ls/ and lsr states 4      5 

that meaningful    measurements could not be made.  This clearcut 

evidence tells us that we are in the region where an inversion may be 

possible, 

(23)  J. Dtxen L  F. Grant^ Phys. Rev. 107. 118 (1957) 

*   See Figure 3.5 
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2.2,1 Double Beam Apparatus 

In this experimant, we wished to measure the relative 

populations oi the xenon Is, (light trapped) and the Is metastable 

statee. To do this we needed a system that would allow taeasurements 

to 17* absorption. 

If light of a wavelength curresponding to a transition out 

of the metastable state up tc some higher state, is directed through 

a volume of excited gas a certain percentage of atoms in the lower 

state can be excited to the upper state wita the associated absorption 

of the photon that did the exciting. 

Thus to measure the populations we need a source of light 

at the appropriate wavelength a volume of excited gas to direct it 

through and a meins for measuring the change in the light transmitted. 

Light from s 20 cm long source lamp 8 ram i,d, is alterra tely 

sent through tho 1 me^er absorber tube 14 mm i.d. and through a parallel 

air path. This is accomplished by means of a rotating sectored mirror 

set at 45° to the source lamp  absorber tube common axis. The 

intensities at the detector from the air path and absorber path are 

made equal by raesns of an iris diaphr^u in the air path. The phase 

sensitive detector is locked to the source lamp choppiiag frequency 

and does not respond to the dc signal generated by the spontaneous 
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fcmission from the absorber tube. See block diagram of double-beam 

apparatus. Figure j.'S. 

The lines of interest were all in the 8000Ä to 10,ÖöOA 

region and were detected with an SI response phototube. 

The source tube and absorber tube are attached to the 

same vacuum system so that they can be filled with the same Xe-Kr gas 

mixture. 

In the experiments showing the depopulation of the Kr Is,. 

by collision with the Xe 2p states, the Xe pressure was controlled with 

a liquid nitrogen cold trap connected to the absorber tube.  In the 

Xe-Kr mixture the partial pressure of Xc can be conveniently changed 

from 1(V to Ip. and back to lOp. by the addition and removal 0£ liquid 

K in the trap. 

2.3 Zinc-Zinc System 

2,_3.1 Theoretical 

Collisions of tha second kind in a ^-component gas mixture 

can effectively populate the upper of two LASER levels in the atoms of 

one component. Helium   ^      selectively excite « sufficient 

population in an upper level of admixed neon (see figure3.1) to give an 
(29) 

observed coherent gain coefficient, a ä 57,/meter,  In such media a 

severe inherent limitatioo exists on  ft^-ev-»ble_er-oess ^ugg6^.81"-^^« 

(29) A, Javan, W. R. Bennett and D. R. Herrlott, Phys. Rev. Letters 
6, 106, (1961) 
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I 

population density and therefore gain, efficiency (>0.03%), and 

piwer output (** 10 HR?) because, 

1, inevitably the lower level atoms (neon) decrease the 

electron temperature, and therefore the maximum population, of the 

impinging metastables (helium). 

2. since the lower LASER level is below the metastaole level, 

direct electron excitation of this lower level tends to reduce or 

preclfde an excess upper state population. 

These drawbacks of the two component gaseous medium are 

side-stepped in a single component gaseous discharge medium^ ising 

a different collisicial process;  Let two atoms of rhe same kind be in 

metastable or light-trapped resonance levels.  If a higher level exists 

with energy equal to the sum of metastable energies. there is a high 

probability that a collision will leave one atom doubly excited while 

(30) 
the other returns to the ground kyel 

The zinc atom has an energy level structure particularly 

favorable for LASER excitation by self ^collisions of the second kind. 

An energy level diagram of zinc (Figure 3.7) shows that the collision 

processes 4P - 4P —* 6 S1 + 4 S nf  a ■ 0, 1 and 2 are energetically 

probable, the energy defect in the worst case is less than kT, Since 

(30)  Such a two-step excitation process was suggested for mercury 
in TRG Proposal Nc. P-329 to ARPA December, 1958. 
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:>ü 4ap Is listsstablc, or light-trapped at pressures of 1 mAt   the 
a 

a^ber of atoms in tliese states is considerable.  (At pressures of 1 nsn 

one can expect n ä 9 x 1012 atoms/cc where n is the total population 

density in all of the laetastable and trapped states).  If one assumes 

populations approxiraatcly proportional to statistical weight for the 

3 levels and an aver.—c cross-sectioa a  -  10'16 cu2, then the number 

2   - 14 
of effective collisions per second is /  n o vrt?1 as 3 x 10 '/sec. 

where v  , is the relative velocity of the colliding particles. Thus 
rel 

"i L4 
Che rate of photons leaving the 6 S,^ state would be 3 x 10 /sec if 

we neglect the back collision rate, which Is a small fraction of the 

total spontaneous esission rate. 

There are six transitions from the 6 S^ state, three of 

which are trapped, because they terminate on the metastables. The other 

three transitions are in the infra-red at about 2.4 microns wavelength 

and are suitable 1ASER transitions.  It Is reasonable to assume that if 

three of the transitions are sufficiently trapped, then among the 

uatrapped ones there must be one transition with a rate of about 10A 
• ■ - - 

photons/sec. With this figure one calculates a gain in excess of 20VIt,et:er» 

assuming an unpopulated lower state. The lower LASER state (5 P) will be 

rapidly "dumped" since the spontaneous emission rate, ACSP-^S), is 

3    3 tinated to be «^ 25 x ä(6 S—»5 ?). Thus a population inversion is es 

likely. 
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While the discharge is on, the collision process is 

difficult to detect since complete knowledge of the discharge parameters 

and Einstein A coefficients is not yet available, and since direct 

electron excitation is simultaneously present. However, intensity 

3     3 
measurements of the several visible lines 5 S —»4 P  n » 0,1,2, made 

in the afterglow, will give an accurate measure of the number of photons 

passing through the LASER transitions, and hence a calculable gain. 

2.3.2 Experimental 

An experiment was devised to measure the number of photons 

passing through the LASER transition. A continuously pumped vacuum 

system similar to th&t  used in the cesium gain experiment was employed. 

The cell containing the zinc was cylindrical, 1-1/2" in diameter and 

4" long; the light output was viewed from the ends of the cylinder. The 

geometry was chosen to maximize the diffusion tin« of metastables to the 

wall and to maximize the trapped lifetime of the 4 P^ state. The cell 

was contained In an oven capable of contlnous temperature various up 

to TOO^C* 

The discharge was powered by an rf transmitter operating 

at 28 megacycles and square-wave modulated at about 20 cycles/sec. 

The relaxation time of the transmitter was about 5 x 10      sees. 
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The detection apparatus consisted of a munochromator with 

S-5 response phototube and an oscilloscope with a delayed sweep. 

The electrical bandwidth was adjusted to allow observation of decay times 

as short as 10  sec. 

It was expected that, with metastable lifetimes of the order 

of milliseconds, the decay from the upper LASER level would be about 

SOCHt sees, always having 1/2 the decay of the resonance lifetime, and 

that this would easily be observable when contrasted with other spectral 

lines. A survey of spectral lines between 3000-6000A, however, yielded 

results that were inconclusive. The difficulty that occurred was two- 

fold: Firstly the electron thermallzation time was found to be about 

lOOy. sees, so that all lines had a decay time in excess of this amount. 

Secondly, the presence of Impurities limited the lifetime of the trapped 

(43P) states to about SQOu  sees. With these effects, no significant 

lengthening of the lifetime of the upper LASER level with respect to 

other states was observed. 

An improved apparatus was built in which the lifetime of the 

trapped line was increased to I millic^ctad and the thermallzation time 

reduced to ICHx sees. This was achieved by using a larger closed system 

to which I mm of helium buffer gas was admixed. The new cell was a 3" 
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diameter quartz sphert (Figure3^ which has minimum surface to volume 

for maxtmum trapping of the resonance line and raaximum diffusion time 

to the walls for the metastables. The helium buffer gas, which plays 

no active role in the discharge, maintains the diffusion time at low 

zinc vapor pressure and also reduces the electron thermalization time 

to 1ÜM. sees. 

With this new .nraracus the collision process has been 

observed. By varying the vapor pressure, and hence the trapping time 

of the resonance line the lifetime of the upper LASER level was 

observed to follow in linear fashion; its lifetime always being 

approximately one ha*f of the resonance lifetime. This L'i to be expected, 

since the nunber of atoms in the 6 S^ state depends on the square of 

the number of metastables. It was also observed that the decay of light 

3 
from the 5 S had a characteristically rapid decay followed by a longer 

3 decay. Since the chief source of the 3 S^ atoms is from electron exci- 

tation of the metastables, one would expect a rapid fail in the intensity, 

consistent with the electron thermallzation time, plus a longer decay due 

to cascading from the 6 S state. Figure 3.9 shows the time resolution 

of several of these lines. It is interesting to note that the intensity 

due to the cascade phenomenon is a sizeable fraction of the total 

intensity (as much as 50%). 
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Figure 3.8 
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r 3036A e^j^-^3? (Showing 
decay ol upper f/SER state) 

b)  4812A 5 S-4 ?2  (Showing electron 
decay and cascade decay from 
63S,) 

c)  3076A A3?, - 41So (Trapped 
resonance line) 

r 

! 

f 

1 

c 
r 
i 

Decay of Several States in Zinc 
(Time Scale - lOO^x  sec/div) 

Figure 3.9 
1 
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Wo,:k Planned for Next Period 

3.1 Helium-Neon System 

A study of the ainplifiaation as a function of the tube 

dlaxaettr , partial pressures and excitation conditions will be continued 

In An effort to raise the gain higher than the currently attained value 

of 9% per meter. The properties of the currently operative LASER will 

receive some study preparatory to building a prife'm cavity LASER. 

3.2 Xenon-Krypton System 

Because an inversion of the 2p - Is configuration, if at all 

possible, may occur only for xenon partial pressures in the neighborhood 

of a half micron or so; it is necessary to ascertain whether there are 

enough atoms in a 2p level to provide useful amplification and reach 

threshold for oscillation, A measurement of the absolute emission of 

photons from the individual 2p levels yields the quantity nf, the 

product of 2p population times oscillator strength for the transition. 

This same quantity gives the measure of tbs maximum amplification possible 

for the transition, i.e. the gain for zero lower state population. After 

this measurement is iidßj the decision as to whether further experimen- 

tation is desirable shall be made.  It should not be forgotten that the 

3d - 2p configuration is much more favoiable as a potential LASER 
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3.3 Zinc-Zinc System 

During Che r«xt period it is planned to nake ebsolute 

intensity measurements of selected zinc transitions in order to 

calculate the expected gain and efficiency.  Calculation of spontaneous 

emission rates of selected transitions will be made by the Brtes- 

Damgaard method.  It is planned to d^r-rmine the cross-section for the 

self-collision double-excitation process in zinc vapor.  A measure- 

ment of gain will be attempted and, if feasible, an oscillator will be 

constructed. 

3.4 Mercury-Krypton System 

It Is hoped that gain which was previously predicted for the 

Hg-Kr of 1.0% per meter at 1.8 microns, will be measured in the near 

future. 
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Iv•  Optical Fuaplng of Ruby - Asplifier 

1.0 Sijgamary of Work Performed 

Direct amplification of the output of a ruby oscillator In a 

second ruby rod was demonstrated. The measured single pass gain was 2 at 

room temperature in a ruby cylinder 5.56 cm 1 ng. The Inierred single 

pass gain of 12.5 in a ruby 8" long was obtained by excising it to oscilla- 

tion at room temperature with no coating at either end. 

2.0 Analysis of Work Performed 

Direct amplitication of light of 6934A wavelength in a ruby rod 

has been demonstrated.  A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is 

shown in Figure (4.1). The oscillator used was a pink ruby rod (.041 Cr) 

with one end coated with an opaque silver film and the output end v^lth a 

silver film of A/10X transmission.  It was excited with the GE 524 helical 

lamp In cur standard light pot. The output beam was colllmated by passing 

through two I tm  holes 8" apart. This Insures a beam of sufficiently 

small size and angular divergence that It will pass through the amplifying 

ruby without hitting the walls of the ruby. The output beam from the 

amplifying ruby Is focisied with a lens to enter a small aperture (^-10 mils) 

ahead of a 7102 photomultlpller used as the detector.  A dlrphs^s ahead 

of the lens served to cut down the stray light from the amplifier flashtuoe 

and spontaneous emission from the ruby without Intercepting any of the 

tran«aiii:ted bean. The Input beam to the amplifier was ir-nltored by another 

7102 photoraultipller detecting the reflection from an unsllvered glass plate 

in the beam.  It was found necessary to shield this vietector from the 
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^        nr;-4itler flashtub€ by a second collimator with larger openings as shown. 

Both detectors contained 100 A interference filters at 6940A (2nu order), 

red filters to cut out the third order transmission of the interference 

filters in the blue, and neutral density and ground glass filters.  Some 

amount of stray light and spontaneous emission was still observed from 

each detector but this was small compared to the LASER beam, which was 

easily detected by its different tintfr aepen a ce. The outputs of each 

detector were observed siraultaneo -iV on the dual trace of the Hughes 

Memoscope. The detection rise time was purposely made—10 usec to smooth 

the oscillation spikes and make the pulse heights easier to measure. 

Saturation of the individual spikes was not observed and was not expected 

in ".his experiment. 

The amplifier ruby was 1 cm diameter, 5.56 cm long, standard 

orientation (^60 ), and the ends were uncoated.  It was excited with a 

helical GE 524 lamp. The amplification measurement consisted of measuring 

the ratio of the output of detector 2 to that of detector 3 with and 

without the amplifier ruby in place for various excitation levels in the 

amplifier.  This is necessary because the unexcited ruby is a strong ab- 

sorber of the LASER light. The two lamps were triggered simultaneously. 

This would be very nearly the correct tuning to observe the peal; inversion 

density of the amplifier rod if the two lamps were identical.  The precise 

tiuiiug to observe ißaxlmian gain could be different for a number of reasons, 

however, and this factor will be investigated in future experiments. 
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Some difficulties v?ere encountered with heating in the rubies, 

particularly in the amplifier rod.  This made consistency and reproducibility 

somewhat difficult since the variation of the cencer of the R^ line,5X, 

is about 0,065A/OC. Thus a 30OC difference In temperature of the oscillator 

and amplifier rods would be a 2A difference in the peak wavelengths and 

this would be serious. An attempt to overcome this effect by waiting 5 

minutes between flashes seems to have been successfal and each point was 

repeated several times. Water cooling of the rubies is planned for future 

experiments. 

The output beam of the LASER oscillator was observed to be 

completely plane polarised with the electric vector perpendicular to the 

projection of the c axis on the plane of the end of ehe rod.  The absorption 

and gain in the amplifier ruby varied with the relative orientation of the 

two rubies (contrary to reports from other laboratories).  Gain measurements 

were made for the two orthogonal situations: with the E vector of the 

incident beam perpendicular and parallel to the projection of the c axis 

on the end of the amplifier rod. The results of the measurements are 

shown in Figure (4.2) Each point is the average of several measurements and 

has been corrected for the reflection losses at the ends of the rod. 

Except for some spurious points not included in Figure (4.|)the highest 

gain was observed with maximum excitation power was a ■ 0.132 cm . This 

is a single pass gain of 2,08 In the 5.56 cm rod at ro«jin temperature.  No 

saturation of the type reported by Bell Teleohone Laboratories was observed 

although their measurements were made at -40oC where higher gains should 

be observed. 
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The main emphasis of the amplifier program will be on the 8" 

ruby rod because of the higher gains obtainable (wi.  the sanw gain 

coeificients). Thus if saturation of gain is to be observed it will occur 

most readily in this rod.  For this end a helical 8" xenon lamp has been 

constructed and tested at TRG.  't will require more inpu" electrical 

energy than the GE 524 because of its longer length.  The brightness in 

the green band of this lamp compared to the GE 524 was measured.  Equal 

brightness of the two lamps were observed with 67^0 joules input to the 

8" lamp and 2500 joules into the 524 lamp.  Since the ratio of surface 

areas of the lamps is 2.5 this indicates that the efficiency of the 8" 

lamp is comparable to that from the shorter one.  Furthermore, in the 

presence of strong lamp self absorption, the energy density in a cavity 

should be proportional to lamp brightness. Then the threshold for 

oscillation might be expected to be increased for the 8" rod with this 

lamp by about this same factor, 2.5, over that of a short rod in the GE 

524 cavity. The measured thresholds were as follows: 

8" ruby - 8" lamp - 5150 joules 

2-3/16,, ruby - GE 524 lamp - 1960 joules 

This is suiprislngly good agreement considering the accuracy with which 

thresholds are measured. Lower thresholds nave been measured in the 

GE 524 with shorter pulses (less capacity and higher voltig#.  However 

the figure quoted above is the  usual threshold witn 400 uf, and the 

brightness comparison was made with this capacity. 
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A preliminary measurement of the gain of the 8" ruby was made by 

observing the threshold for 3 different conditions of end reflection. The 

results are sunroarlEed in Table 4,1 

TABLE V.l 

aJ 
End Reflection Threshold Energy Gain(e   ) 

Opaque -  101 Trans. 5150 joules 1.2 

Opaque - No Film 6720 joules 4.0 

No film either end 10500 joules 12.5 

The value of the gain coefficient computed from these data and the 

threshold condition e ai = l/R^ is plotted on Figure (4.^). The input 

energies were normalized by the ratio rprrj to make the ratio of 

Ein/Ethreshold comparable. 

While this is a very preliminary part of the amplifier program 

several interesting points have already appeared. 

1,  The gain depends on polarization.  This Is to be expected from 

transition probabilit the theoretical work of Sugano and Tanabe^ on the transition probabilities 

of ruby and the absorption measurements by Schawlow. "^  However, KXüliuk 

reports that the gain v/as Independent of the orientation of the amplifier 

rod.  One explanation for this difference might be that the input beam 

was not plane polarized in his experiments.  That this is possible can be 

seen from Figure (4.2> Imagine that for a given length rod and end losses 

(3^  S. Sugano and Y. Tanabe, J. Phys. Soc. (Japan) U, 880 (1958). 

m\     F Varsanyl, 0. L* Wood, and A, L. Scha<.'low Phys. Rev. Utters 3, 
544 (1959), 

(33  P. P. Klsliuk, private comnunicatlon. 
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j the oscillation condition requires a - ,05 cm . Then the perpendicular 

I polarisation would reach threshold at about 1950 joules input while the 

j parallel polarization would require 2900 joules for threshold.  Between 

these two energies the output beam must be plane polarized with th« E 

| vector perpendicular to the projection of the c axis on the end of the 

rod.  At higher energies^ however., either or both polarizations may 

oscillate because of relaxation oscillations and the situation is not 

j clear. The gain coefficient, a, is inversely proportional to ätf  so that 

at lower temperatures ail values of Figure (4.2) (both positive and 

negative) will be increased by a linewidth factor.  This will considerably 

reduce the difference in threshold energies for the two polarizations 

id make the above explanations more plausible.  "IsHuk  measurements 

/ere at -40OC for which a =1,7 a»«.  This question may be cleared up 

when we observe the polarization of the output beam under conditions 

such that both linear polarizations are above threshold, as at liquid 

nitrogen temperature, 

2. The fact that the gain is different for the two polarizations 

makes the amplification measurement as a function of excitation power 

an excellent means of observing extraneous losses which are independent 

of polarization.  Scattering losses would be an example. At the 

excitation power such that the  a  of the material is zero (AN ■ 0) any 

residual absorption is attributed to other than R^ line absorption.  This 

point occurs when the gain curves for the two polarizations Intersect 

(see Figure4,2)and can be measured accurately if points are taken below 

an< 

w« 
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inversion* The extrapolated curves of Figure (42)give this value of 

scattering lots as 0.04 cm , although Insufficient points were taken to 

put much faith Is this value.  However^ it is not very different than 

the figure for scattering loss measured by Nelson^™, et ml,  of 2JX  in 

&  2" ruby rod. Another possibiiity must be considered.  The residual 

loss could be dependent on polarization, as it would be if it were green 

band absorption on the wings of the absorption line.  It is somewhat 

disturbing that if the green band were Lorentsien with a full width of 

700A centered at 5350A and a peak absorption coefficient of 1 cm  (for 

.05% Cr) then the green band absorption at 6940A would be .045 cm' . 

This question can be cleared up by observing this loss as a function of 

temperature and concentration but better data is needed. Measurements 

by Jacobs   indicate that the residual green band absorption at 7000Ä 

'in  mote concentrated ruby) Is 11 of the peak absorption. This data 

would give the residual absorption coefficient as 0.01 cm  for .05* ruby, 

3. The gain coefficient indicates the following population ratios 

of N^iH*«  round "  36:36;28 at maximum excitation.  Klsliük epoct3 

population ratios of 39:39:22 at Ein «1.25 
E
threshold"  However, our 

analysis of his data gives population ratios of 30:30:40. 

4. It Is obvious that a great deal of information of a fundamental 

nature about ruby can be learned from this type of experiment. These 

questions will be looked Into in the course of the amplifier program, 

whose main objectives are as follows: 

Cfe)R. J. Collins and D. F. Nelson, Opt, Soc, Am., Pittsburgh, Pa,, 
Match 2, 1961. 

S. Jacobs, Doctoral Thesis, Johns Hopkins university, (1956), unpublished. 
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A, Obtain High Peak Power 

1, whether greater than the same ruby as an oscillator or 

2. better angular divergence and frequency characteristics 

B, Investigate Saturation and Pulse Sharpening 

G,  Obtain a Better Understanding of Ruby. 

J.O Work Planned for Next Period 

During the next reprrt period it is planned to continue the ruby 

amplifier experiments in order to observe saturation effects. 

I 
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V,  Optical Pianping of Ruby - Oscillator 

It0  SuEsnary of Work Fertortaed 

Two long ruby crystals were excited to oscillation to obtain 

high output energy. The measured output at room temperature was 2 joules 

from a rod .362" in diameter and 7.56" long and"12 joules from a rod 

.625" in diameter and 3.5" long. 

Single pulse output was obtained from ruby by two methods. 

In tha first a Kerr cell was used to modulate the Q of the oscillation 

cavity (consisting of a ruby rod with an external mirror).  Single pulses 

of 0.^ usec duration were obtained with a peak power of about 1  meg^uatts 

The second method employed the optical thyratron action of an unexclted 

ruby absorber within the oscillation cavity.  Single pulses were 

achieved but are not yet always reproducible. 

A prior attempt to achieve intense single pulses is reported. 

This technique consisted of exciting the ruby with a second intense flash 

of short durattou superimposed on a normal excitation flash.  A series of 

strong relaxation oscillations of about 15 usec duration was achieved. 

A broad band emission was discovered in normally pink ruby 

(.041 CrjCK by weight).  It accounts for 30% of the total emission from 

the ruby rod, making the quantum efficiency unity. 

The output energy from a ruby LASER as a function of the end 

coating (reflectivity and transmission) of the ruby crystal was measured. 

The results confirm the existence of an optimum reflectivity of a 

relatively low value for maximum output energy. 
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2.0 Analysis of Work Performed 

2.1 High Energy Output 

Two ruby rods of larger volume than the nortsai LASER crystal 

have been tested.  These are intended for . .ie arsplifier program to 

obtain sufficient amplification and output power to observe saturation 

effects.  Ea^h requires a special lamp for excitation since no lamps or 

the proper size exists commercially.  Helical zenon flash lamps were 

constructed at TRG for this purpose. 

The first of these rods is 0.364" in diameter and 7-9/16" long. 

It has a Cr3+ ion concentration of .04% and is standard orientation 

(c axis'-'60° from rod axis.)  Some of the measurements on this rod and 

the lamp used to excite it are reported in the section on the ruby 

amplifier.  In addition to theje threshold measurements the output energy 

at room temperature was measured with an opaque film on one end and a 

clear ruby-air interface on the transmitting end.  The output energy was 

measured by the energy absorption in a thermopile described in a later 

part of this section. An output of 2 joules was obtained with 10,500 

joules electrical input to the lamp. The usual "relaxation oscillation" 

type of output was observed with a total time duration of 600 M-sec. 

The second of the large ruby rods was 0.625" in diaraeter 

and 5.5" long.  It also contained .04 wt% Gr203 and was standard 

orientation.  It was coated with an opaque silver film on one end and 

a silver film of 30% transmission on the other.  It was w«»Cercooled at 

few degrees below room temperature. The exciting lamp was a helical a 
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jr   xenon flash lamp constructed at T8G for relati%'elY low volcage, high 

capacity operation. With an input of 4300 volts at 1500 iif (13,800 

joule*,) an output of 4.1 joules was measured on the thermopile. The 

lamp was capable of withstanding larger inpui: energies and was tested at 

2^,000 joules.  At this excitation energy the ruby output was estimated 

to be ^bout 12 joules by the volume of Ti foil vaporized.  Son« uncertain- 

ty exists in this measurement, hcwever, because of the possibility that 

chunks of the «;oil were blown off without vaporizing. The duration of 

the output beam in the latter experiment was about 2 msec. 

2.2 Single Pulse Output: 

Two types of M0 Spoiling" experiments have been conducted with 

the ruby LASER for the purpose of generating a single^ short, "nergetic 

optical radiation pulse. The technique of "Q Spoiling*1,, consists of 

reducing the optical resonator feedback in such a way that osculation 

is prevented until the LASER r lim gain has been raised far above normal. 

When the feedback connection is made, the radiation field builds rapidly 

to a high value, carrying with it substantially all the energy stored 

as population excess in the medium. 

In the first experiment, an electro-optic shutter consisting 

of a halt wave Kerr-effect nitrobenzene cell and calcite Nieol prism 

weg used to frustrate tne reflection from one of the Faory-Perot mirrors 

placed some distance from the ruby rod.  (See Figure 5.1 ).  Delay 

clrcultP applied the  high voltage pulse opening the Kerr cell approximately 

600 name  after Ignition of the LASER pump laiep.  Peak powers of 100 kw 

- mork  ir this section yes partially supported under Contract 
|      DA-30-069-CSD-3368. 
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and Z segawatls were obtained, äs inferred from a meaauretoent of the 

toLöi pulse energy and the time development of the  radiation output. 

The two measurements refer to two different ruby LASERS of corresponding- 

ly different power inputs* 

The  second method of MQ Spoiling", termed "optical avalanche", 

Is shown schematically in Figure (5.2)»In this case oscillation is dis- 

couraged by the presence, in the optical feedback path, of a section of 

non-pumped ruby having a high optical density for ruby R light. When 

sufficiently hi^h gain in the active ruby has been achieved to approach 

oscillation (in spite of the low feedback) the attenuating section 

saturates, becomes nominally transparent and restores a high value of 

feedback coupling. 

The experimental results to date with the avalanche method 

have not been as clear cut as In the Kerr cell method. The single 

large pulses obtained have been difficult to reproduce. No intensity or 

energy measurements have been made.  Because the avalanche method 

depends criticiilly on the behavioi of the ruby material, i.e. the poorly 

understood filamentary oscillation paths, erratic results initially are 

to be expected. 

Xn the following, the experiments and their results will be 

described in more detail 

2.2.1 Q-Spoiling with an Electro-Optical Shutter 

From the simple theory of the LASER oscillator, the population 

difference density between two quantum levels which is just sufficient to 

sustain oscillation is given by D « N -N| « (Bt)" . 

i 
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In thli relation D is the  population difference density, N .# the 

upper (lower) state population density, B is the rate of induced eaisstoo 

per ion, between the quantuE levels, at frequency>/into the given oscillator 
3 

mode when the energy stored In that oaod« corresponds to on3 photon/cm , 

and T is the mean life of one photon in the absence of any stimulated ^ 

emission. * 

Referring to Figure (5.J)which illustrates the time development       (3 
ft 

of a Q-Spoiling experiments we show the origin of tin» coinciding with N 

**   S 
the pump lamp ignition.  Initially D is large and negative, corresponding    f   CS 

a 
to N «0. For t > 0 it builds towards a steady state value ietermined     © ^ 

by the relaxation rate of the qpper state and the pump lamp brightness      •  ^J 

and coupling to the ruby rod.  Because the finite duration of the pump 1 

lamp pulse is comparable with the inverse of the ion relaxation rate, ^ 

a lower maxtimjai difference D   is attained. With the Kerr cell inactive,      ^J 

the ftÄdback path from the external mirror is blocked for polarized y 

light crossed with the Hicol prism.  In the case of a ruby rod with 

optic axis 90° to the rod axis, the induced emission coefficient for 

light polarized in a plane normal to the optic axis (^J is 5 times that 

of the orthogonal component. Thus if the value 1/T, corresponding to 

the inactive Kerr-cell and Nicol, just exceeds the  value B|D^^, no 

oscillation can occur In either polarization. 

Approximately at the time Dmax is achieved, the Kerr cell is 

activated by the triggered discharge of a pulse forming network. The 

peak electric field applied to the cell is such as to produce the effect 
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of a birefringent X/2 plate, allowing light in the perpendicular (strong) 

polarization to "see" the external mirror through the normally crossed 

Nicole  Under these conditions.t * T2 » Tt (point "a" on the time axis of 

Figure 5*3 and the reeonator finds itself with a considerable excess gain 

over tnat required to sustain oscillation with resonator time constant t«. 

The oscillation energy builds exponentially, quickly exceeding that value 

which could be sustained by the pump lamp in the steady state ("b" in 

Figure 5*3) .  Compared with the rate at which the growing oscillation field 

drives the excess population densltv down, the pump lamp contribution now 

is negligible=  At point "c" the decreasing population difference density 

passes through the value (BTT^)' , or the value at which the medium gain 

just balances the residual resonator losses.  At this time, the oscillation 

energy is decreasing, meanwhile driving D toward zero (equal upper and 

lower quantum state population). 

Figure (5£)is a photograph of the experimental apparatus showing 

the LASER head, Kerr-cell, Nicol and external semi-mirror.  The output 

from the semi-mirror was arranged to fall either on a special photo- 

-8 multiplier tube capable of following a 5 x 10  sec. rise time, or on a 

ballistic thermopile  The former provided an oscilloscopic record of the 

pulse time development (Figure55c  and the latter gave an absolute measure 

of the pulse energy*  The pulse, very nearly triangular in shape,, is 

2W easily calculated to have peak power -r- where H is the energy and A the 

time duration (at the base). 
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5/&M 

Apparatus  for ^-Spofling with an ffectro-Optical Shutter 

figure 5.4 
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2 2 2 HQ-Spoiling with the Optical Avalanche Technique 

Figur£ ^^l^hows, schematically= the experimental arrangement 

fcr the optical avalanche method. The active (pumped) ruby rod is 

reflectlon coated on one end=  The opposite end is uncoated. 

Although not corresponding exactly to Che arrangement usedi 

Figure (5.^shows the light from the active rod magnified by a Galilean 

telescope and projected through a smaller, passive, ruby rod onto the 

semi-mirror  Keglecling len? losses  the effective intensity reflectivity 

of this assembly viewed from the uncoated c-nd of the active ruby^ is 

Re"* l 2 where R Is the reflectivity of the mirror, Lo the length of 

the passive rod and a its spectral absorption coefficient at the LASER 

wavelength,  a depends upon the distribution of lona between the two 

states responsible for the characteristic ruby fluorescence.  Normally, 

when the ruby is unexcited, a Is large and positive. The quantity a will 

approach 0 as the ton distribution, initially in the ground state, 

approaches equilibrium in the presence of an Intense radiation field.  Under 

these conditions we may expect the intensity reflectivity of the rod-ralrror 

combination to switch from Re ' « to ^^ 

2.2.2.1 Kinetic Equations of the Avalanche Process 

The analysis which follows is strictly true only for weak ab- 

sorption by the passive crystal. Machine computation Is required for a 

complete solution even in this approximation.  Also, it has been assumed, 

without loss of generality, thac the beam passing through the passive rod 

MgF2 anti-reflection coatings on the ruby rod were found to deteriorate 
rapidly. We believe photoelectric emission charges the film, and attract 
dust particles which subsequently burn, producing a "measled" appearance. 
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is of uniform cross-section as if a Galilean telescope had been used. 

Let the energy density in the first crystal be p1 and 

that in the second, p-. 

By conservation of total flux, we have for every cross- 

section A(x) 

DADA /-,1\ 
p(x) A(x)-    l l   =     2 2    thus,   the total energy E in the (2.1) 

■f ft 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

cavity is given by; 

E « p1A1L1 + p2A2L2 + iflJl 
ri 

L   —   Li-i    "   kfj (2.2) 

where A.  and L. are the area and length of the i   ; crystal, 

L is  the  total cavity length,  and 

T} is  the index of refraction of ruby. 

dE       ,       , 
The time rate of change of the energy in the resonator, ^r ,  is the 

suss of three terms 
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a) The rate ö£ decay due to the. finite time constant, T, 

of the cavity: - E/T. If ruby I has the scattering coefficient op 

then 1/T - 1/T +(0.1, +a0L ) c/^L'and T^ « r^cCi-R) where 
o    11^2 o 

b) The rate of increase doe to induced emission in the first 

crystal: 
/n21)  "H 

c) The rate of decay due to absorption in the second crystal: 

- ^    / hv B2p2 A2I.2( 

where n .  Is the population density in the j-^ level in the 

i— crystal. 

n, + n^ « N « constant 
1   2 

hy is the energy of a LÄSER phocai. and 
tih 

Bi     is proportional to the Einstein B coefficient for the i 
ruby. 

Upon adding these rates of change, we obtain: 

<*.-£ .Mffüi».^ LB .l±\±y)    IB) 
dt    T 

4 L'  ■ U2   Si  /  1B1 \Si        82 /   2 2 

The tliae rate of change of the population density in crystal (1) 

is determined by the competition between optical pump^n^ and 

induced and spontaneous emission; 

(2.3) 

u LJKiu'a. a g»i n » r N ft ant if 
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d 
dt 

n^)  nil) 

La " 'I, - » - n 1) 
A si) h 

(Di 4    iifQF!P 
\282+ ir). g2       il 

1 in 

(2.4) 

^ere P is the puraping rate and A is the spontansacs emission tace* 

The else rate of change of the population density in crystal (2) is 

detcrnined by the  eoopei'itl&n betveen absorption and spontaneous 

emission' 

d_ 
dt 

np)n(2) 2g 

Si 
-   (1  * 

42> / 2 »2"'   /I I  \ 42) 4i>l 
s1 

a 
2*>2' 

(2.5) 

2.2.2.2 Threshold Conditions 

We will now Inquire into the conditions after threshold, 

(dE/dt) * 0, when the energy ^nd population densities are changing 

rapdlly due to induced emission. Thus in equations (2.4) and (2.5) 

we nay neglect the small effect of the pumping an<f spontaneous 

emission terus compared to the induced emip ^JP terms. These 

-oquations Chen becosk.- usinp the relations (2.1 ) and ( 2.1): 

,_      , . — — at     I ——     + ~*"  ! 

J   ^28, Si      j 

'.   J>2 

dt S 

1 

1 

E 
* 

d__ 
dt 

'n^l)       n^i.) 

2     _    1 

g. S ii- *2 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

*' This expression  takes  in^o account  that only one half of the 
ttoms are pornped into  level  2. 
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I 
L 

e mlpl 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

At  threshold,  when dE/dt =  ?,  we have 

(2)     (2)   (2) 
n,   « N      n_    « 0    E *» E 
12 o 

and equation   (2.3)  may be writtei 

r CD 
n 

ug2 

n m 
Sl 'ku 

(I) „(I) 

>2       &i J TH 

/ _^ 

\ 
h'Bl  ^1    / 

\ 

a R^ ö1 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

Id, 

(2.7) 

wne ^e 

a 
hvB2TL    U 

(2) 

(2.iy) 

We see  from equation  (2.9 )   that  the quantity a has  the  following 

significance; 

value of 

In the absence of the second crystal, a » 0. the threshold 

L 
(I) (I) 

n-»    n, 
t, L 

I  I g-, 
i  J 

is given by 
hv B1 iL 

♦ The effect of Intro 

(2,6)   ducing the second crystal is to increase the threshold value by the factor 

I t a. 
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I 2«2,2,3 Condition for Avalanche 

We now ask; What is Che condition that when we have 

* 2 2 reached threshold,   (dE/dt)  - 0,   the  field will  Increase  ((d E/dti)>  0) 

from Its Initial value E0 because  the  loss  decreases  faster than the 

gain'? 

Upon differentiating equation  (2.3),   substituting  fiTom 

(2.6)  and (2.?)    and e-vaiuating at dE/dt > 0, we obtain the condition: 

the second derl   itlvi*  (d t/dt )   Is greater  than zero wnen: 

2 \  1/ 

r 
Thus the aaount of deaagnification necessary in order to achieve 

autooatic shutter action depends on the amount by which the threshold 

for oscillation has been increased by the addition of the  second ruby 
j 

crystal. For a small increase in threshold, a large deaagnification 

is required^ and vi«a-versa. 

2^.2.2,4 Timt  Development of Pulsation 

The shape of the pulsation can be determined by inte- 

grating the three dlffcmetlal equation« (2.3)» (2.6) and (2,7) 

subject to the initial conditions; 
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ave 

2 )>  0) 

the 

dtion: 

(2.11) 

>shold 

I ruby 

ition 

.nte- 

At threshold (Z ~ iÄj  dE/d£ - 0 

(2)       ..(2)       (2) 

obtarns 

dE hv 

Upon subsrituting into equation (2.3) one 

na>       n^H IQ(2>     n<2>i nq n1 m2        ^ 

.Mi i r*"* *   "T~   I +L2A2 1   \      dt 

v2^ 
■ 

l"!    s s^ s 
(2.12) 

From equation  (2.6)  we have 

AiL 

B 
1 \2S,  + g, ) 

d 
3F 

7      si 

T^        1 Wll      M «*«- III III 

^S2 81 
(2.13) 

Upon substituting the expression for E from equation (2.13) Into the 

right hand side of equation (2,12> «re taay integrate (2.12) directly 

to obtain 
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r\ ECO} 
tit TT" 

Vs2 
TT 

n an 

g, 
g 

(2.14) 

l2g2 

h t' 
I       T1 

8l 

(2) (2)1 
/ n n 
/    2 1 

L JU    Z Z— '2"2l S l'2 8l/J0      , 

jv  Likl^iÄ  -he  ratic  of equations   ^.6)  and  f2.?>  and tnregraclng over 

the populitlon ^nsitis«    we    bt^ln* 

, i 

n \  VBi 
A2^2 

n. 

S. 

(2.15) 

Ü 

Lpo^ substltutlcg into equatl-n (2.15) we may obtain the energy E(t) 
ri)   n(i)\ 

:c^pletely as a  function -i- |.    Thus      we may Integrate )n cti—^-      —=—  I. 
U2        gI    I 

equation  (2*6)  to obtain; 

1      d* (2,16) 
?• 1 
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"here 

x)   - In x 

/ CD (1Ä 

H^'gl/THh L,  A  , 

\S ~ gi) 

i* 
/si2? 
r: 

(1-x) 

(A1P9A9^i> 

(2.17) 

■nd 
Al L 

i    \ 

(2.18) 

Equation  (2.16)  r^y be  iotegraned nun.ertcally to obtain * as a  funccion 

of t    -hen from equacion  (2.17)  one may obtain E as a  function o£ t. 

2 .   .   . 3    £tu^^/ ^^£u£^n a_Pu]L|ation 

Puw-r  is  radial ;ä fcam one mirror at  the  race 

.     7  1?   the  power  transmission coefficient of  the mirror.    The 

third term in equation  (2.19)   is equal  to  the second because ot 

equation  (2.1).     In the  case T ^   1  R we have: 

P(t)   -  E(t)/tr   . (2.20) 
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The  totml energy,   E(t)?   radiated during the cLae  t  is,   from equation whe 

(2.19) 

E(t) - fret) SL.    P E(tK   dt. (2.21) 

From equations   (2,13)   and 2.14)  we have 

(i)     (1) 

E(t)dt - E(o) E(t)   *  is-   L-jA, 

^2 
^2 si Tli 

1-    L. 
2S'7     Sj^ 

,4" 4" 
\ 55 * 

If 

E( 

2:22)   | 

g T  J 

■h^L^A, 

N 
8" 

(2) 

2g2      S1 

( 

J2)    n<2> 

IE7 
an 

pu 

Using equations (2.9), (2,10) and (2.15), we may write; 

(4l)4iy\ 
!    t i^n/TH 
i    /     E(t)     dt  »  E(^)   -  E(tj   -     hy  L1A1    A| 1  ^ (1-x) wn 

A    B 
2/ 2 

Al/Bl" 
i+a 

^2    gl  / 

(^B^BT) ^ 

(1-x }> (2,23) A 
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i üh wnere 
/ CD Jlh 

n 
2 

S7 

TTT TT 

C1)  nl1 

&■ 

TH 

If we consider  the case  that at  the end of the pulse. 

[2.22) 

ECt1) » E(o)  and y** 1,   then we have. 

-f E(t)   dt*   hvL^A        Y 
T   ^0 ill 

f 

Til 

2S,,     2a, 

1   - 
\A1/B1 

g (2.24) 

and equation  (21)   for the  total energy E  radiated during a 

pulsation becomes 

..[ i  
l-B * afr^zh J 

hv L-tk 11 fi-? 
\2S2    ^1 / 

1  - 

•        L 

A2/B2 
1 

1+a 
.   (2.25) 

where we have used; 

3) 

T 

c (1-R + GiL JL1L, 
nL' 

A aiaimum condition for the applicability of equation (2.25) is that 

there should be a pulsation at all, i.e. 

A2/B2   a 
(2.26) 
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f 2,2.2.6 Experimental Results o£ the Avalanche 

Using several absorber crystals, the avalanche experlsaent 

■  was carried out. Under some conditkms, the expected pattern of 

|   pulsations appeared, but was difficult to reproduce. Considerable 

difficulty was experienced with the telescope lenses especially in 

• the case of cemented doublets where the cesaentlng material inevitably 

\       burned. For this reason, the use of a Galilean telescope^ where the 

magnified beam of small diameter passed through the lens was soon 

* abandoned. A unity power Keplerian telescope (two confocal, positive 

I   lenae», equal focal length) was substituted and the absorber ruby 

# placed near the coamon foci. See Figure 5,6. ^ 

It was found that the onset of oscillations with respect 

j   to pump lamp ignition was delayed by a substantial amount when the 

# telescope-absorber components were inserted into the space between 

the active ruby and the external mirror. Approximately half of the 

j   threshold increase, however, was due to losses other than resonance 

f  absorption, i.e, scattering, 

A typical oscilloscope record of a successful avalanche is 

I   shown in Figure 5.7. The .arge first spike which appears is due to 

the avalanche effect^ the succeeding small pulses are of the "normal" 

type» since the absorber cannot relax from transparency for a milli- 

second or so. 

c 
H 
m 

ft 
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i Oscilloscope Record of Successful Avalanche 

Figure 5.7 
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2.3 The Double Excitation pulse 

A second voltage pulse of high Intensity and short duration was 

superimposed on the normal capacitor discharge through a helical xenon 

lump used to excite a ruby LASER.  A series of relatively strong relaxation 

oscillations were observed for about 15 usec following the second intense 

flash. 

This experiment was performed in April 1961.  It was not pre- 

aenced in the last report of June 1961. 

During the time that the ruby is  oscillating the popu''   n 

density of the upper level would be clamped to its threshold value, at 

least In the ideal case of continuous ost-Hlscions during the excitation 

pulse.  Of the energy absorbed a definite (and relatively small) percentage 

is emitted as spontaneous emission from the fixed level population density. 

This energy is lost to the oscillation.  The remainder of the absorbed 

energy must appear in the oscillation. The instantaneous output power 

therefore should be nearly proportional to the instantaneous rate of 

energy absorption and hence to the power Input to the flash lamp. 

In the case of the GE FT 524 ht leal xenon lamp a customary 

lamp Input of 3,000 joules for a duration of about 1 msec Is applied. 

This Is an average input power of about 3 megawatts or 3 joules/usec. 

Considerable higher Input powers should be possible for a very short 

time, as for instance, the discharge of I uf at 10,000 volts.  If this 

second pulse is applied during the time the gas is already ionized the 

resistive load due to the discharge Is about one ohm, resulting In a time 

TfeCHNICAL «ESEAftCH GROUP 
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duration of the second flash of 1 usec,  The instantaneous input power 

should h€ 50 joul^s/asec; or an order of magnitude higher than the normal 

csse - 

The experimental arrangetnent Is shown In Figure 5 S) . The 

sain power supply Is adjusted to excite the ruby relatively slowly just 

to the threshold of oscillation.  At this time the high voltage low 

capacity flash is triggered through an air gap.  A choke between the lamp 

and the main discharge condensers prevents dissipation of the energy of 

the second flash in the latter condensers 

The tlml.ig of the second flash was, .arled to achieve maxüntau 

output.  As expected because of the  low total energy in the second flash 

no oscillation was observed if it was fired 20-30 user before the normal 

onset of oscillations.  In addition the main flash must excite the ruby 

very close to oscillation.  For this reason the first flash was adjusted 

just above threshold and a low level of normal oscillation allowed.  The 

timing of the second Hash to occur after the cessation of the low level 

of oscillations was not nearly so critical and oscillations due to the 

second flash were observed with delays of 200-300 Lisec,  This is also 

expected because of the long decay time of the R levels and the fact 

that some puEaping fro® the first flash still exists. 

A typical oscilloscope ^race of the detecred output oeam is 

shown in Figure (5.9).While the second voltage pulse to the lamp had a 

jration of/vitgec. relaxation oscillations aif  observed for about IbiiM^* 

This duration appears to be due to the electron relaxation time In the 

lamp. The spiked osciilationp appear to be higher In peak pewer th.^n the 

TECHNICAL RfSlARCH &ROUP 
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uotmml  oscillations with Che ruby fully excited hut  not  by the factor of 

10 that was anticipated. 

No further work haj» been done on this technique during this 

period and none is presently contesplated for the future, 

2.4  Broadband Emission from Ruby 

A weak but broad emission band nas been observed at longer 

wavelengths than the R lines in nominally pink ruby (0,04 wtl). 

Excitation vas by a OJ  xenon lamp and the emission detected monu- 

'hromatically. lr.  addition to ehe R lines at Ö943A anc 6927A two diffuse 

peaks were obseived not well resolved, st 708uA and ?140ä. Thel:- peak 

brightness was less t^an that of the R line- ^ =hout a factor of 20 

but the total integrated emission was/« 1/2 that of the R lines.  Such 

bands were observed by S. Jacobs^ on the long wavelength side of the 

R lines In emission »nd on the short wavelength side In absorption. 

These were in addition to the neighbor lines he observed In sore con- 

centrated ruby and suggest the possibility that they arise from the 

emission of a phenon in the normal absorption or emission process from 

the R lines.  Altu^ugh they have not been studied sufficiently to draw 

any concrete conclusions the etaisslon Into these bands is of about the 

riguc EUignitude to account for the se&sore&eot by T. Halaüu*   of a 

Cjuancum efficiency of the R lines of 70%, 

(36) S. Jacobs, Dissertation, JohnsHopkins University (1956) unpublished. 

fJT) f. R. M^iroan, R. H, Hosklns, I. J» t Kaenens, C*   K. Asawa^ and 
V. Evtu ov, Phyi3= Rev. 123, 1151, (1961) 
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2.5 CXitput Energy vs Reflectivity 

The following characteristics ot a Ruby LASER were measured! 

1. Light output as function of coating (reflectivity/ 

transaii3sion)for a 1 cro diameter, 0° orientation ruby. 

2. Light output as a function of ruby angular orientation 

3. Light output as a function of flash rate. 

The ruby was contained In an efficient excitation cavity consisting of 

the exterior sections of two intersecting cylindrical reflectors, each 

containing a straight xenon flashlanip 
I 

The output of the ruby was focused into a ballistic thermopile 
r 

(see figure 3.10) .The themopile consists of 2 copper cylinders, a 

detector «nd a reference, each with blackened 10 conical holes. The 

two cylinder» are thermally connected by 8 series iron-constantan 

thenaocouples. The etaf generated as a result of heating of the detector 

due to absorption of the LASER light is jseasured with a microvoltmeter- 

fht theraoplle generates 146 u volts/joule of light absorbed. 

2.5,1 Light Output vs Coating Reflectivity 

The coating on the transralttir.g end of the rnby was varied 

fro» about 87-64% reflectivity and the output measured as a function 

of power Input to the lamps.    The  data are shown In Figure (JJQ. 

The taflectivity and transmission were not roeasured on the ru^ 

itself. A glass slide coated at the same time and in close proximity 

t© th« ruby was used instead. Measurements were made on a refleetomete; 

In which the reflectivity of the sample Is measured relative to the 
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reflectivity of two Standard mirrors, ^ and R.. (see Figure (5.1^The 

measuretscnts are road« as follows: 

A,  Reflectivity: 

1. Ur.ht of intensity I0 Is sent through a monochromator 

(tuned to the green to compare with previous data taken on a Jarrell-Ash 

densltometer), reflected off mirror ^ and the intensity of the reflected 

beam measured with a photometer  (path ABC). 

2. Then the sample (with reflection coefficient Rs) is 

placed between the light source and R,.  In this position the light is 

reflected from the sample (path A'DF) reflects off H   (path DFE) and 

then again reflects off the sample and onto the photometer (FEC)- 

in this measurement black opaque paper Is placed between the sample 

and R. 

3, The two mirrors R,^ and ^  are interchanged and steps 

I and 2 repeated for R2. 

4. The reflectivity is calculated as follows. 

Path ABC * R1l0 °* ^Q 

Path ADFEC - lo^s or IoRlRs 

R s 

1/2   /      2 
1 W 

1/2 

F 
B^ Transmittance: 

1, R. measured as in 1 above. 

2. Sample placed between R1 and th^. source and R2 is 

covered with opaque paper. The path of the beam ii 

A'B'C, 
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3.  Calculation: 

ABC -*  R1I0 

los 

^l^o 
/ 

The values for reflectivity and transmission are an average 

of two separate sets of measurements. Values for ruby light output at 

each value of power input are an average of three measurements, 

2.5.2 Output vs Rotational Orientation 

The optical output of a 1 cm 0 ruby with a 66% reflective 

coating, was measured at 325 and 400 Joules input, as the ruby was 

rotated in 90 steps about its longitudinal axis» The variation in output 

with orientation is small enough to be within experimental error. 

In a zero degree ruby, the angular position of the ruby with 

respect to the lamps is irrelevant since the light absorption is the same 

in all directions.  However, in a 90 ruby, the absorption of light 

varies considerably with direction.  In order to determine whether this 

would be an important consideration, a 1/4" diameter, 90 ruby was 

checked in 2 positions.  In the first position the light side of the ruby 

was facing the lamps and in the second, the dark side was facing the 

lamps. The data show no significant difference between the ? positions. 

2.5.3 Light Output as a Function of Flash Rate. 

The light output was measured as a function of Hash rate 

(froa 1 up to 20 flashes par minute) for a 0 1 cm diameter ruby wich 
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a 93X reflective coating. At each flash rate the output was measured 

on the 11th shot after 10 consecutive firings The data are shown in 

Figure (5.'13)» 

jjJldii  Qoffiparlson with a 4 lamp light pot 

A 0 - 1 cm diameter ruby with an 80% reflective, dielectric 

film was tested in the two lamp light pot and its energy output measured 

from 300-600 joule input. Then the ruby was transferred to the four 

lamp light pot and the energy output measured from 650 to 800 joule input* 

Tha data are shown In Figure (5.14)The slope of the curve remains about 

the same for both light pots but the output at 650 and 700 joules is 

somewhat low. This is to be expected since the lamps are not operating 

at maximum efficiency at these low power ie^ als. This effect also occurs 

at 325 and 350 joules but since the ruby is so close to threshold at that 

output^ the difference is much smaller. 

3,0 Work Planned for Kext Period 

For the next period we plan a continued investigation of high 

peak power pulses by the Kerr cell, rotating mirror, and avalanche 

methods, and the effect of these pulses on materials. 
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VI• Optical Fuaplng of Pars Earth Crystals 

l^Q Sunmary of Work performed 

The study of the optical pumping of rare earth Ions during this 

period has mainly centered on the investigation of calcium lungstate 

crystals containing either D>'J+ or Nd3+. Two crystaia of CaWO^:Kd have 

oeen polish' d to optical tolerances.  LASER cscillation has been observed 

in both at 1.065M.. No oscillation has yet be^n observed (at 5740A) in 

the several crystals of CaVvO^iDy cried. 

2.0 Analysis of Work Perforffied 

2.1 The Neodymium LASER 

Emiäsion from the Nd  ion occurs fron the V^/Z  level 

primarily to the Iq/i'     lll/l'   änd    Ii3/2 level3 at wavelengths centered 

around 8800Ä, 1.06^, and I 3%, respectively. Each group consists of a 

series of sharp lines. The lifetime of the ^3/2 level for 0.1% molar 

concentration of Nd in CaWO,. was observed to be 150 jisec. The strongest 

of the emission lines ara those around 1.06|i.. Oscillation of these 

lines have previously been reported by Johnson and Nassau^ (Nd in CaW04) 

and by Snitzer^(Nd in glass). 

At TRG three boules of CaWO^ containing 0.1 molar percent of 

ild have been ground into cylindrical rods and two of these have been 

polished with the ends flat and parallel to optical tolerances.  The 

third is presently in the process of being polished. All of these crystals 

OB) L. F. Johnson and K. Nassau, Proc. IRE 4y 1704 (1961) 

09) E. Snitzer, Phys. Rev. Let. 7,  444 (1951) 
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C3 wer«* annesied for live days at 1250 C and cooled slowly.  Fabrication 

c. &  cylindrical rod from a fourth boule was attempted without annealing. 

This boule however shattered In the grinding process. 

Each of the two pollthed crystals nas caated with an opaque 

silver film on one end and a film of^5% transmission on the other. They 

were Inserted In a quartz dewar mounted inside the helical GE FT 524 flash 

lamp  surrounded by an Al reflecting foil.  Coid nitrogen gas was passed 

through the dewar to cool the crystal- Output gas temperatures were 

normally about 100 K and the crystal temperatures were probably close to 

this value. 

LASER oscillation was observed from each of the crystals with 

an input to the xenon lamp of 300 joules.  Initial detection was 

accomplished with an RCA 71G2 photomultiplter, suitable neutral density 

filters^ and j?n infra-red filter to eliminate all wavelengths below 

8500A. Figure (6,l)shows a typical oscilloscope trace with encitation 

above threshold. The spiked oscillation is observed superimposed on 

a background of scattered light from the i:lash lamp, accepted over a 

very wide range of wavelengths. The wavelength of oscillation was 

determined by passing the light Lnrough a Jarrell-Ash monochromator. 

In one of the crystals oscillation occurred at 10,649A with a width 

certainly less than 1A., and probably very much less.  These results 

ha/e been achieved very recently ana the characteristics of the LASER 

are being investigated. 
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LASER Oscillation torn CaW0,jN4 

Figure 6,1 
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2.2 Investigation o.C Dy in CäUO^ 

Sinne the last report several attempts have been made  to 

2^.L\.&  Dy to osciUatlon at 5740A.  No oscillations have been observed. 

Six different crystals havs been investigated*  These included 

two concentrations of Dy ion and three different orientations of the 

c-axis to the axis of the rod. The finished crystals varied in diameter 

frota .25" to ,4M and in length from 1" to 1-5/8*'.  All were polished 

with ends flat and parallel.  Sliver films were generally used for the 

reflecting coatings, although one of the crystals had a multilayer 

coating of 51,  transmission on the output end.  One of the crystals.. 

0.5% Dy with the c axis along the axis of the cylinder (0U crystal), 

appeared to be of exceptional optical quality. 

Several excitation geometries were tried.  These l-icluded 

the normal helical GE-FT-524 flash lamp., a similar lamp modified to 

obtain a faster flash (by filling with Xe to higher pressure), a 

helical flash lamp filled with He at relatively high pressures, and a 

more efficient cylindrical geometry with straight Xe flash lamps. 

The crystal was cooled in a quartz dewar to about 100 K 

by cold N, gas in each case. While the inclusion of the dewar reduces 

the excitation efficiency, there remains a net gain for low temperature- 

operation.  Measurements at low power indicate that the brightness of 

emission at 1000K is about 4 times greater than at room temperature 

(see Figure 6.2 ) . 
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The presence of the dmmv  also ma-kes the -problem of shielding 

against stray light from ehe flash lamp more difficult. This background 

light does not prevent the observation of an oscillation, since the output 

beam of an oscillating crystal la normally (through a monochrooator) orders 

of magnitude brighter than the background. However, the observation of 

the intensity of spontaneous emission in the presence of this stray light 

is more difficult.  It has not yet been measured adequately at high power 

on any of the crystals Investigated. 

This intensity measurement is a crucial test to indicate the 

direction in which the investigation must proceed to be successful. An 

emission brightness in excess of the critical brightness for oscillation 

can only mean either 

a) the lower level of the transition has also beeu populated 
\ 

(either by the lamp directly at infra-red wavelengths, or 

by decay from upper levels) or 
: 
} 

b) the crystal quality is not adequate. 

Since the latter is not believed to be the case filtering to 
I 
i 

eKclude infra-red pumping to the lower levels would ae called for.  On 

the other hand, if the emission brightness at high power is below the 

critical brightness for oscillation_4 then It would not have been linear 

with excitation power. Measurements at low power indicate that the 

crystals will oscillate at 5740Ä at lower excitation power than ruby. 

Such saturation effects might come about lor several reasons, naively,, 

! 
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a) pumping out of the excitad state 

b) a bottle neck in the non-radiative transitions from  the 

absorbing level to ths excited state and 

c) line broadening ar. high population densities in the excited 

state. 

Investigation of these crystals and others at lower power 

hao yielded the following infomatlon, 

A high pressure Hg flash lamp excites Dy more efficiently Chan 

Xe.  However, much oL this excitation is in the UV below 3200A and in 

the absorption band of the CaWCb lattice itself.  This may not prove to 

be desirable because of the large heat loss involved in excitation at this 

wavelength and subsequent decay to the lowest excited state of Dy at 

21,000 cts"*'*   High power Hg flash lamps must be operated hot because of 

the low vapor pressure of Hg at room temperature. While this involves 

difficulties it remains a possibility for higher excitation of Dy. 

With the xenon flash lamp, which has very little energy below 

3.000A blue phosphorescence has been observed from the crystal after an 

intense flash. The connection between this and an observed decrease in 

emission Intensity directly after the flash has not been established. 

This decrease in emission intensity is observed with excitation by 

a GW xenon lamp between coils of the helical flash lamp. The 3740A line 

is detected through a monochromator and recorded continuously on a 

Sanborn recorder,, When a shutter is inserted momentarily between the 

crystal and the monochromator the detected signal goes to zero  and returns 
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10 its original value.  IfLhoweve^ the flash lamp was fired during the 

time that the shutttr was In pla^e the signal returns to only about half 

sf its original value.  It increases slowly LQ  nearly Its or%lnal value 

with about a 90 sec tirnr constant. The long time censtant suggests the 

connection between this decrea&a in Intensity and the observed phosphores- 

cence of the crystal. The excitation of Dy by xenon is mainly in a scries 

of lines in the blue between 4200 and 4500A, Filtering to eliminate the 

UV may reduce this phosphorescence and give better results on emission 

intensity. At the present time, however, the loss of efficiency due to 

filtering could not be tolerated. 

Investigation of the Infra red ip-äetrurn of Dy has not revealed 

any lines sufficiently strong to oscillate before the yellow 5740A line. 

However, the investigation has not been very complete and this possibility 

is not entirely eliminatet.  The critical population density for oscilla- 

tion in an infra-red transition from the same upper level could be less 

than for the 5740Ä transition..  If an oscillation did occur in the infra» 

red without «ing observed it would clacip the population c^nsity of the 

upper level, f-i-i/o*   a^ the yelicw line would naver reach osclllation- 

The use of a multilayer reflector on ore of the crystals should eliminate 

this possibility since it only reflected well in a wavelength band 

centered at 5740Ä and is transparent In the infra-red. 

Differences are observed in the structure ol the emission 

spectrum for different orientations cf the crystal ^x^s to ^^ axis of 

the rod^ This indicates the existence cf voth ^ and7|rradiation in 

the 

the 
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dirterent transitions. Some polarization of the emission must then exist. 

These investigatiops will be reported more fully when the polarization has 

been studied. 

Excitation of Dy by a high pressure He flash lamp proved less 

j efficient than Xe although Dy has a series of sharp absorption lines in 

the neighborhood of a pressure broadered 3888A He line. 

2 3 Other LA3ER Materials 

An improved low temperature apparatus for investigating the 

LASER possibilities of other materials has been constructed, tested and 

is ready for opetarlon   It is shown in Figure (^3),  The preparation of 

various other materials for investigation 35 reported in another section. 

3.0 Work planned j^orjthe Next Period 

The program on rare earths for the next period will include 

the following: 

a) Continued Investigation of the output characteristics of the 

CaWO,. Nd LASER, including its operation at CM*, 

b) Continued Investigation of Dy in CaWO/ to achieve an operating 

LASER at 5740A. and 

c) Investigation of the LASER possibilities of the rare earth 

Ions in other host lattices.  These will mainly include the 

molybdates and the vanadates. 
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I 
Apparatus  for Low Teiaperature löveattgattcn of Possible 

Figure 6.3 
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-VXL' „ ,G:rowth of ^are Earth Doped CTystal_a 

1^0    SiaisiarY of Work Psrfonsed 
i-l v.iH-<r_j,,., ,k--,,ii w.-^-.r ■   '.1 L ~».iW.l...HW...^,!.. 

The ioremost  type of single crystals grown in this period was 

th€ tungstate (scheelite) type. The great majority of specliaens con- 

sisted of calcium tungstate (CaWO/) doped with various conceotrations 

I of Nan EDyrt »WO/ in one series and of MaA ePC% eWO/ in soother series. 

I Six Dy-doped crystals were grown (all at predetermined orientation by 

seeding),, and five of these were annealed. Siic i«doped crystals we^e 

similarly grown^ three of which were annealed.  One crystal was grown 

| from a melt of Na« ^^Q  S^%* W^C
^ proved to be Inhomogeneous by 

observation and by chemical analysis of the crystal* In place of the 

Induction furnace used for the above crystal growths, a resistance 

furnace was designed and built for the lower-nie 1 ting host *iaterial: 

I lead molybdate (PhMoO/) * 

The earlier study of anhydrous lanthatuHQ chloride as a host 

crystal was supplemented in this period by a study of anhydrous strontUai 

chloride (HrCl^)-     The resistance furnace used for lead molybdate was 

modified by maintaining an inert gas-hydrogen chloride atmosphere about 

the crucible of molten SrClo to prevent its hydrolysis and oxidation. 

Pulling a crystal from this melt (to be doped with divalent samarium 

I chloride) will be attempted, 

A new material for Incorporating rare earth Ions was prepared^ 

yttrlu» vanadate (YVO^). It melts at about I800DC and seems to promote 

I liae fluorescence of rare earths. 
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2.0    Mälysis of Work P^rfonaed 

2 * 1    Tun£stäte Type of Crysta1 
HIM in—■iiniwMMwiMHJMhwi urn ii ir ■mm   n n»   iwiiBMrii     mini aim iliiT lit mi i       »^Ulinni] m&KatSäpmät 

2.1.1 Introdyctlon 

Sine« the baglnnlng of 1961 TIG has conducted studies on the 

grcjwth of celcliza tuogstate {C$M0,}  as single crystals. The technique 

used is to Initiate crystal growth centrally at the surface of the melt 

&nd to withdraw the growing crystal slowly by means of s pulling (and 

rotating) aBchanism. The raelt Is contained In a large rhodium crucible 

which is heated Inductively by a 45 kw source of rf power=  Suitable 

insulation surrounding the crucible is provided and the insulation above 

the ®elt is adjusted by trial until temperature gradients are right for 

growth of a rod-like boule by pulling and rotation, 

Various furnace configurations (for example, the number and size 

of twfis in the rf coil) were tried, together with increasing amounts of 

calciiwa tungstate melt. Best results are obtained when the rhodium 

cruelbl« is filled nearly to capacity and adequate rf power is used to 

maintain the melt. 

At first, crystal growths were initiated by dipping a slender 

platinum rod Into the melt. Later, when a supply of single crystal 

specimens had accumulated, seed crystals were prepared by cutting out 

pieces of crystals and drilling holes In them for attachment to the 

platinum rod. 

In both initiation methods (bare platinum and seed crystal), some 

unusually hot streaks in the emerging crystal occurred all too frequently, 

until resort was made to insulation of the platinum rod from the metal 

chuck holding it. The electrical insulation at this point consists of a 
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Teflon sleeve over the end of ehe piatinum rod and this effectively 

Insul&tes the entire supporting rig iron the selt-to-rod junction. The I 

hot streak at this Junction was thereby eliminated. 

2.1.2 Sxperimental Eesulti 

tn the period covered by thl» report, several series of tungatate 

type crystals were grown reliably, once the technique described above 

was established. The host compoundu for rare*earth dopants were; I 

calcium tungstate CaWO, (foreaiosc) 

sodium lanthanifflQ tungstate     Na^ rta« $®L 

lead molybdate PbMoO 

All of these compounds crystalliz* in the tetragonal system 

(scheeltte - CaWO^ - structure). The approximate ionic diasieters (in A) 

are listed below: ^ 

Cä*"
4
   1.0 

Ha"1"    1.0 &"
v   u.6      0  1.-4 

Ls+++  1.2 

Pb^ 1.2 
„6+ 0.6 

Ko6+ 0.6 

$$   J.  Green,   Bull.   Gsol.   Soc.   Am.   70,   Table  2   (1959) 
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The tripositive ions of the rare earth elements Ce(Ä£,Ho, 58) | 

through I.u (At.No.71) have dlataeters diminishing gradually frow 1.1 to 

0,9A,  Substitution of these ions in place of Ca  or Pb  requires % 

addition also of Na' in equal nu»iber for charge compensation. Otherwise,        * 
I 

there would be vacancies in the settee lite lattice. 

Therefore* the rare earth dopants were $&„  ^%Q  Z^OA  
or Nan ^n 5^04    1 

(R denoting the tripositive rare earth ion). These dopants were synthesized 

at TRG by combining stoichiometric quantities of NU^WOA and WO«(or 

f^HoQ^ and HoO^) ? and RJO-J and firing the well-blendcd powfiers at 
700OC. 

-   -       *^  -   -- : -.-- Bis ;      . .   I 
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Alternatively, the double salt Nan Jju .SO,. e 1/2 H?U ts readily obtained 

in pure form and, when fired (above 700oC) with the stoichiotnetrtc nmount 

c£ WO-»/ displacement of SO- and 1/2 Hc0 ensues with formation of 

«early all the single crystal specimens of the tungstate type 

which were produced during this period are listed In Table XI , The 

only additional specimens of any significance are Hos. Dy-17, 18 and 19 

(CaW04 host) grown most recently with 0 01 Dy concentration and standard 

orientation. Ftg. (7tl) shews two of these boules in addition to three 

finished crystals containing Nd and Dy, 

A few explanatory remarks .sould be made now on the crystals 

produced.  Standard orientation dt .otes the angle with respect to the 

tetragonal c-axis at which tha cry a" grows spontaneously (frost bare 

platinum rod initiation or sintere pellet initiation). The standard 

orientation is not a matter of chance but la quite characteristic as 

demonstrated by directions of cleavage and by polarimetrlc examination. 

Seed crystals prepared on the basis of this information lead to the more 

definite ortentacions of new crystal growths (0 and 90 ), 

The experiment with NaQ cLa^ u04 was performed with the same 

apparatus used for Ca^, crystals. The experiment with PbMoO^, however, 

was performed with another arrangement (specially built resistance heater 

furnace) located adjacent co a ventilating hood because of toxic fumes from 

pbMo04. 
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1 TABLE     7,1 

List  of Single Crystals  Produced 
(chronological order) 

s 

Host 
Material 

Melting 
Poiüt 

Dopant 
Con- 

centration* 
Crystal 

Orientstlofi 
Weight 
(grans) Annealed 

Gout 
Nuaber 

CaV04 1550 None Standard 17,8 No QM-1 

CaW04 1550 None Standard 17.6 No Cm-2 

CaW04 1550 Non© 90° to Std. 46 No Ca-3 

CaSI04 1550 0.005 Dy 90° to Std. 35 No Dy-ll 

CaW04 1550 0=005 Dy 0C  to c-axls 45 Yes By-12 

CoW04 1550 0,01 Dy 0° to c-axis 36 Yes Dy-13 

C3W04 1550 0,01 Dy 90oto c-axls 22 Yes Dy-14 

CaW04 1550 0 01 Dy 90oto c-txls 18-.5 Yes Dy-15 

CaWO, 
14 

1550 0.005 Dy 90°to c-axls 26 Yss Dy-16 

^tK5La0^O4      1220 ^one Standard 13 m 
PbMo04 1068 0.005 gu Standard Yes Fb-1 

PbMo04 1068 0.005 Eu Standard No Pb-2 

PbMoO, 1068 0.005 Eu Standard No Pb-3 

GaW04 1550 0-001 Nd Standard 15 No Nd-1 

CaW04 1550 0.00! m 90 to c-axis 48 No Nd-2 

GaW04 1550 0.001 Nd 90oto c-axis 65 'les Nd'-3 

CaW04 1550 0,001 Nd 0° to c-axis 68 No Hd-4 

CaW04 1550 0,001 Nd 0° to c«axis 82 Yes Nd-5 

CaW04 1550 0=001 Nd 0    to c-axis 54 Yes Nd-6 

PbMo04 1068 0.005 Eu Standard 15 No Pb-4 

*NiHaerlcal value  Is  for x in the formula Ca,   *    UA 
X *** & Jv           ä 

rare earth elessent noted. 

axW04 where S is the 

r 
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BOUICö and Finished Crystals of M and Dy in CaVm4 

Figure 7»! 
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Th« Ännealifsg of crystals «#ss dons  by propping the crystals 

up-right (as th«y had been grown) inside alvimina crucibles packed loosely 

| with «luffiina pebbles and heating the objects Inside a silicon carbide 

resistance furnace.  The annealing cycle was manually prograaraed to a 

temperature rise mrer a 2-day period from ambient: to 1450 C maxtisyro 

temperature (in the case of Dy-I2—16) or 1225ÖC (in Che case Nd-3,5,6), 

held there for five to seven days and lowered to asblent tesjperatuie 

(in two days for Dy-crystals, in seven days for Hd«cryitals). Not a 

single crystal was cracked by these afnienllngs. 

2.1.3 Discussion of Results in Growing the Tnngstate 
Type of Crystal 

Calcium tungstate (melting point approKimately 1550 C) is 

readily grown as large single crystalline boules by the technique described 

above. As the boules are fragile,, annealing Is essential before they can 

be finished into cylindrical rod forms. Optical clarity varies but some 

rod specimens have been found to be of good quality. 

ExaiaindtlGn of CaWO. crvstal fracture surfaces shows that often 

these are multi-faceted and not merely concholdal. Whether these re- 

present variors faces of a truly single crystal or a mosaic pattern of an 

imperfect crystal is not certain.  Occasionally there is found sharp 

cleavage of the crystals, 

The composition of rare-earth ion dope (Na^ ^B-. JtiO^  for example) 

establishes the dopant concentration in the CaWO^ meltä because the 

weights of the two are always known.  It is assumed th«t the dopant con- 
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centrÄtlon In th« cryscal is the same as  that of the seltu This 

assüQsptlon Is reasonably valid,  because of the Isomorphous characttt of 

the two conipeunds (the partition constant of the dope between melt anc? 

crysf-.al li close to unity). The variation in dope concentration along 

the axis of a single boule should be very slight., because at soft only 

10 to 20 per cent of the melt is withdrawn to form a single boule. 

Just hew the Ha and R   ions occupy the Ca  sites In 

CaHO. is not certain. Partly to secure information on this, and partly 

to find a more suitable host time* CA*04 for europium ion (which has a 

tendency to change from 1-3 to 4-2), an experiment was undertaken with 

Na« tX&n  C^OA as a ho&t crystal, A preliminary value for the melting 

point of this was taken to be 1220oC,  In the rhodium melting pot, however, 

there was evidence of a melt existing above a heterogeneous layer at this 

tes^erature. Although a crystal was pulled from the melt, chemical 

analysis showed that its composition was not Na^ rLap ^WO^. 

The best available lead molybdate (PbKoO.) was purchased 

and used to test its growth as a single crystal doped with Ha^ ^Ea^ CMOO^ 

In the course of densifying the commercial PbHo04 by preheating, 

evolution of NO« fumes at 500oC clearly indicated impurity consisting 

of lead nitrate. PbCNO^* The crystal boule from the doped melt sub- 

sequently was too dark-colored for acceptance as a candidate crystal, 

2.2 The Anhydrous Chlorides 

2,2.1 Experimental Results 

The very first cryetal growth system investigated at TRG 

was anhydrous lanthanum chloride (XaCi-j) .  Our experience of finding this 
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Sgygtsm  difficult co master agrees with that of other laboratcrles.  It 

| Is felt, however, that the LaCl3 host deserves further consideration 

I because it is a favorable sediurn for sharp line fluorescence of rare 

i earth trichlorides incorporated therein. 

ks  the? Bridgman technique used earlier did not yield good results 
t 
i 
preparations have been made to try the pulling-frota-melt technique. The 

large quantity of anhydrous chloride material requ^ed for this purpose 

has been made by a new procedure, A resistance furnace of the type used 

for lead molybdate has been constructed with the inoditication of maintain- 

[ ing an inert gas-hydrogen chloride atmosphere about the crucible of melt 

I to prevent hydrolysis and oxidation of the molten chloride. 

The procedure adopted has been applied to both anhydrous LaCl^ 
I 
: and SrClo* The, strontium chloride melt preparation and initial crystal 

growth test vas better than that of lanthanum chloride, probably because 

of improved technique, 

By means of procedures previously used for small quantities of 

| chlorldas. supplemented by reduction with hydrogen, anhydrous EuG^ and 

SmCl2 have been prepared, 

2.2,2 Discussion of Results in Growing the Chloride 
Type~oT"Tr7itaT" 

The difficulty of growing anhydrous chloride crystals can he 
j ■ 

overcome.  However, special precautions In handling the crystal will 

have to be taken., becaus® of its hygroscopic nature. This may not be 

an acute problem for a large single crystal,as it is for a loose powder 

of the anhydrous chloride= 
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Th# interest in itronti-im chloride (SrCl^) as a hcsst.fespeclaUy 

for dichlorldes such äS SsCI^tSÄV be greater than that In LaClj for 

tficblorides, beca^s« of broadband light sbsorption by Bm    , The sample 

of r^ancecl feCl3 which is available now for doping of strontiua chloride 

is probably not  1001 SaClj*  i^e««v«r, as reported elsewhere** for the 

case of fluortda-s, tv^n the partial existence of the Sm ion In the +2 

tst« is effectlv« In media such as CaFj^ 

2,3 Mtgtll^^gag Crystals 

2.3.1 Experiaental Results 

The properties of nmaerous crystalline ccwapounds have been 

surveyed in gearchirg for other host compounds for rare earths.  Hard, 

thermally conductive crystals are most desirable ice high LASER power 

applications. This generally means that crystals with tnelting points 

above 1600oC are the best candidates.  They should also fulfill the 

requireg*ents of 

a) lattice structures with which rare earth dopants are compatible, 

b) stability tcward thermal and other environmeots, 

c) enhancing the photoactivation oi rare earth ions and/or not 

quenching their lisainescence. and of course, 

d) growability a« single crystals, 

A ready compilation of crystal structures   tumishes many 

selections of candidates to  choose from.  The particular case of yttrium 

vanadate CYVÖ4),with which most of the rare earth viinadatea are isomorphous. 

M)   CG.B. Garrett, W, MiBGTj&nd  0. L. Wood, !fF^ orescence and Optical 
MÄSER Effects in Caf^jfe  .  Preprint. 

(4Ä Landolt-Bomstein, zihl&mmtt%- and Funktlotiin, I-  Ba., 4. Tl. Berlin 
Springer-Verlag (19551" 
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Iwas  then  investigated,     Yttrti» vatiadate has  the  zircon structure.     The 
» """ 

| ^thoti published^^ for the preparation of YVCX. (frai ^^^  «nd NH^VO^) 

jvfas follcjwed.  Sintering finally at 10ö0OC, as directed, did not yield the 

I "gray1' product.  Repc^^dered, the orange product WAS fired at 1600 C 

I (without faelting) to give a white product with a whitish fluorescence. 
i l 
Repetitior. of this procedure resulted in a white product but with a bright 

■red fluorescence» Visual spectroscopic exjaainarion showed the red 
§ 

I fluorescence to be a line (not band) fluorescence^ probably because of i 

I minute impurity of europium ions* 

The melting point of this yttrium vanaciate was estiaiated by 

: a flame fusion test (using pure aluaina p<?wdei trx  cosaparison) to be in 

1 the neighborhood of l800oC,  It she *•* be noted chat the melting point of 

i yttrium oxide (Y«©^) is 2410oC and that of vanadiuss pentoxlde (V205) is 

Or^ 660 C.  The latter cannot be sublimed or cheaaicaliy decomposed up to 1800 C 

As a means of fluxing WO., the salt llthliaa vanadate (Li3V04) 

was prepared and its raelting point established at about 1200 C- A furnace 

was set up to heat a melt of Li3V04 and YVO^ in a platinum cruclbl ! and to 

cool the melt slowly in order to obtain well-formed siicrocrystals of YVO^ 

+-K 
for evaloavlon. 

The possibility of  thulium ion  (Tni'r^)   in the divalent state  for 

effective  light absorption seems worth investigating.    Toward this end, 

a  small  quantity cf anhydrous  thulium trichloride   (TmCl^)  was  prepared by 

the  usual  dehydratitn method.     The  reduction of this  compound will  require 

an unusually vigorous method. 

&3)     E.   Broch,   Zeit... Physik^Ciieoi.   B20.   3^3   (1933) 
^     N,  V.   Sidgwick,  The  Qiemic^l Eleioents and Their  Compounds,     Oxford: 

The  Clarendon Press   (T^SOTT page  BÖ9 
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1.3.2 Discussion or Results 

The discovery of sharp line fluorescence In yttrluEi vanadate 

due  to A  rate earth impurity (probably europlua) suggests strongly that 

yttrlt» vanadate afrits furtive consideration as a host crystal for 

rare earth ions« The conipoand YVO* offers the advantage also of directly 

3+ incorporating triposltive rare earth Ions in place of Y  without the 

necessity of additional long such as Ha for charge compensation, 

which is necessary with CaUCh as a host* 

Since the elements niobium (colymblum) and tantalisn are In the 

same familv as vanadiiÄi. yttrium niobate (YNbO/) and tantalate (VTaO.) 

also offer prcsslse, especially since minerals of this type are known. 

They should have melting points at least as high as that of YVCh . The 

crystal structure of YHMh or YTaO, is not clearly that of zircon» 

The phosphates^ also of analogous chetsical coBtpositlon but not 

the sacie structure as vanadatet do not appear feasible to gro^ from melts 

or fluxes,  A very possible decomposition product ^2^5) ^s very volatile. 

3,0 Work Planned for Hext Period 

3.1 Future Flans in Grcwing the Tungstate Type of Crystal 

The perfection of calcium tungstate crystals is considered 

worth further investigation. Generally, the crystals have been grown 

at a linear rate of S/S15 per hour^which is about as slow as is practical. 

Perfection prooably will entail mor- exact preparations of seed crystals, 

various atmospheres about the crystal-growing crucible, systematic 

material balances and chemical analyses throughout a given series of 

rare^earth doped crystals^ and improved temperature controls during 
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^growth of such crystals. 

Th« rare earth loot (3+) of chief interest In CiilO^ or «ny 

other crystal are fr,  M,  SR, EU. Tb and Oy. The tendency for Fr to 

jbeccHie +4 is csore pronounced th&n  chat of Tb. On the ether hand, Eu has 

Is more pronaimced tendency than Sm to becoe^ +2. These peculiarities must 

be considered in the interpretation of optical and electrical phenosena 

Jin crystals containing thes« ions.  Specific ataiospberes during growth and 

;: annealing öf the crystals may be required. 

The sodlua lanchanuii tungstate (Na0 ^La^ ^%)  ^öst crystal 

I should be tested for growth once again, but at a teaperature higher than 

I 1220 C. The aielt from which ehe crystal la pulled should then be homo« 

I geneous.  If this test is successful, the replaceiaent of a small fraction 

| of La by a rare earth ion would be attempted. 

The lead molybdate crystal (melting point 1068°C) c&n be grown 

In the specially designed and constructed resistance furnace isentioned 

= previously. Besides venting of the apparatus, care Is necessary to check 

the ccroposition of PbMoQ^(MuO~ volatilisation) and correct it by additlot 

of MoO^. The relative stability of unusual valence states of rare earth 

elements In PbHoO^ may be compared with that in CaMO/ and CaMoO,. 

Calcium molybdate undoubtedly melts at a higher temperature than lead 

molybdate. Hence a vented induction furnace Is recoromended for CaMod/. 

which probably has hardness and photo-excitation properties superior to 

those of PbHoO, . 
*4 

m 
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3*2 Ftftnre Plans in Growlim the Chloride Tyoe of Crystal 

A limited effort should be devoted to obtain clear single 

crystals of SrC^ and/or LaCl^ doped with SIBC^ and/or ICln (R*several 

rare earth elea^nts) ,  The case of yttrium chloride (YCl-,) say be 

advantageous for the heavier rare earths. 

Flans have been fonaulated for study of a few fluoride systeias: 

CaF.* (which forms anomalous solid solutions with YF-) and SrF2 (which 

forms anotsalous solid solutions with LaF^). Heavier rare earth fluorides 

substitute readily with YF^» the lighter ones with LaFv The measured 

fluorescence spectra of rare earths in GaF2   suggest that the misced 

fluoride LaF3 . YF^ be studied as host material-  Tn general, fluorides 

are preferable to chlorides because they are not as hygroscopic as the 

chlorides. 

3,3 Future Plans forHiscellaneous Crystals 

planning the work with new crystal candidates is subject to 

frequent revisions as experience with their preparation say dictate. 

The yttrium vanadate should be obtainable in nicro-crystalllne 

forro for evaluation at an early date. The design and construction of a 

very high temperature furnace (for i800OC operation) is under way in 

anticipation of growing crystals of YVO^ or other material from the melt. 

Several other kinds of oxy-salts will be considered for pre • 

llminary examination:  Citanosilicatt (CaTiSi05), yttrium gallium garnet 

CYnGa,Ü19)f and cerate« (Ha-CeO-)> to mention only three types- 

Oxide crystals (other than TIO«, Al, 07 or l%0)will require 

H) H. Chatterjee. Zeit, f. FhysiV 113- 96 (19 39) 
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f extramely high t#aiperatares in thos* relatively im c&ms which are 

I stable In thm s^lt.    Moderate taeltlng oxi^i sach «I %203 m Siö*   '#rid 

I to fertü glasses.    Mixed OKides offer isore possiMlltles,  &l do the oxy- 

salts.    Many oxygen c^apoands cannot be classified definitely as an 

oxy-salc or mixed oxide. 
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¥111*    Optlt&I Devices 

1,0   SuMgary el Work Ferfosp^'d 

ExperisÄiital and aoÄlytical wotk b&s shown thfet efficient 

coupling, in optical punqsing can be. achieved using a reflective 

circol&r cylinder.    Efflcienciei are higher than  k^mJttmt- mvix.le& 

or reflective ellipses under conditions where die lasip and sample 

dtaaeters are not negligible soapared to the cavity dlasaeter. 

A theoretical analysis of the properties of cube comer 

Interfero!»iters has been experijaentally verified.    An atteajpt was csade 

to build an oscillator using such an Inter£erosieter as a resonant 

cavity, 

2*0   Aaalysls of Work Perfonaed 
—■IPUMilüPPgl.p——J—MMWMlIlHiiaifHPlll     Hl 11^    in ■■■■iiiWit—WT WUBWll     ■MIIMWIIII 

Z,l   Efficient Optical Piagplng 

A commn  technique for optically pumping ruby is to place 

the crystal in a helically shaped discharge tube. Typical thresholds 

for oscillation In such a configuration range from 1000 to 3000 joules 

into the discharge lan^. 

If the shape of the object to be punped Is a slender cylinder, 

as it Is In the case of ruby or soae optically puciped gas systems, a 

more efficient scheme way  be to liaage a line source onto the taedium. 

An Ideal configuration is that  of an elliptical cylinder with Che source 
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»t one line föcus «Rd the ruby «t the 3th«r. 

Sevemi such cavities were m&4m for the helii^ pished c«sluia 

syatöm,    Sotm ®«ir« machir^d out of alumlaym and oae wa« labticated from 

glass.     It becomes apparent that while a line at on« focys  is ifaaged 

into a line at the other, a source of finite diaasetar will be imaged 

with varying magnificatton depending on the zone of the elliptical 

cross-section chosen.    That is,  rays  focussed by that part of the 

cylinder nearest the  focus will  form an image reduced in size while 

those rays  focussed by the part nearest the source will form an 

enlarged image*    This comatic image formation results in a lack of 

ptanping efficiency. 

An effort van asade to reduce this  loss by constructing a 

diffuse reflecting cavity as discussed in the previous report.    Similar 

small cavities were constructed for a ruby IASEE and evaluated.    Typical 

thrtjholds were 350 to 400 joules. 

An alternative procedure to reduce the loss due to Image 

tsagnifleation is to work with a specular elliptical cavity whose 

eccentricity is as  ssaall as possible.    As. a matter of fact,   for a source 

of finite extent to be imaged on an absorber of liice size, an efficient 

cavity Is a circular cylinder with the source and absorber placed 

diametrically equidistant from the center.    This itructure was used 

with a ruby 1ASER and typical thresholds were 170 to 200 joules. 
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A LASER was so£i»trycte4 with A ruby whet« dlaeaslor*« ware l/4!* i l-l/2,, 

in «uch « r«flectiag cavity «aä had « threshold öf 70 joulea» 

Thi« eonflnumtton h»8 b««n applt«d to th« hellum-ceaium 

experixaent «nä  a gain of two IJ expected in the pissing efficieacy. 

2f2   Cube-Coraer l^bry-Pegot Xaterfercaafeter 

Tt« «nelysts of cube-coroer reflectors has been subaitted to 

the Journal of the Opctcal Society of America by Peck,    His predictions 

as to the polarised nature of the fringe systems «re exp«riiaentally 

verified at T8G and a paper submitted to JOSA,    This paper is reproduced 

on the follonring pages. 
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GUBE'CORNEE FAB&Y-FESQT IMTiagEMJIgTEI 

by P. RabinowltSj  S«  F* Jacobs 
T, Shultz and G.  Gould 

TUG,   Iricorporated 
Syossetj  .New York 

Polarized Haldinger fringes have been obsei-ved In a 

Fabry-Perot Interferometer with one flat replaced by a cube corner 

prism.    Oirlentation of the polarization planes of the fringes and their 

relative phase shifts have beeo iae«sured,    Sosm applications are 

suggesteda 
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The polmrizattoa properties of cube-corner reflectors 

hew been *mlyg®d theoretically by Peck tu the preceding article» 

He has shown that «hen one flat of a Fsbry-Pe. it cavity is replaced 

by a cube- comer»  6 etgenpolarlgattons  (iiwariani: polarizatioii states) 

existi   that ts,   2 orthögoasl, plane-polarized standing waves with 

different effective optical path, lengths say be excited through each 

pair ol opposf.te aextants  (figure la)*    Peck's  results  indicate that 

when this cavity is used as »n interferometer3  oithogonul plane-polarized 

Haldinger fringe systems will be observedj  corresponding to  two plane- 

polarised standing waves within the cavity. 

The predicted fringes were observed with an etalon con- 

structed in this  laooratory  (Figure 2),    A solid etalon was  used, 

rather than a separate cube comer and flat,   to obviate the need to 

anti»reflection coat the entrance face of the cube prism.    This etalon 

consisted of a cube-cörner prism of BK7  crown glass whose entrance face 

was coated with a partially transmitting silver film (approKiaately 5% 

transmittance).    The prlsxa taces were flat to    X/20,    The prism «öasured 

approximately 1/2"    from apex to entrance  face.    No effort was made to 

construct the entrance face of the prism exactly norsal to the cube 

syaraetry axis.    The right angles  of Che cube were accurate  to within 

2 seconds of arc. 
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Uopolarised light ftrea 4 yater-cooled Hg        Imop vm$ 
1. 

I introduced by mmm of Z front surface alysdniged sirrprs, em^h 

? set at 45s to the beara (Figure 2)*    Since a mirror l^TOduces elliptl* 

I oal poljiriiwacion when ased at nöß-neraal lncldenc€ä   the planet of inci- 

! dence of the mirrors pere made orthogonal so that the elliptical po.leri- 

Mtlon of the  first reflection was cosf>ensated by the second,    A mask 

nag placed over the face of the prism so that light entered and emerged 

j from opposite sextants   (Figure  lb)s   thus tuaklng possible seasurements  of 

the polarisation direction with respect to individual sextants.    The 
i 
output light was analyzed with a Stcol prism whose angular position was 

\ 

measured to within Is, 

The two sets of triages, observed from each sextant (Figure 3), 

could be independently extinguished by rotation of the Hlcol prism. 

The orientations of the planes of polarisation for light emerging from 

each sextant were separately measured to be 16 . 0,5* and 106 3 0,5*^ 

tn good agreement with Peck's calculated values, 9 ■ 16.32*, 106.32*. 

Figure 4 shows the convention used for raeasuring these angles with 

respect to each cube edge. 

Differential phase shifts upon reflection through the prism 

cause different effective optical path lengths for each of the pairs of 

standing waves. The phase difference was determined oy measuring, on 
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2       ^tographj  Khm relative dtaatttrs of the £m fririg? systems»    The 

i^ässüred value «as  16-  ,  10%   coo^ared with   60   -  152.7s  calculated 

by Feck,    The»  deviatloa froa Peck's  vai.?e müy he  due to  two  causes; 

distortion of the  frlage contours  by overlapping of aeighbotlng  fringes, 

and the  tacL that  the systes optic axis  Is  slightly skew from the oomal 

to the entrance face,  an orientation built  into  the prism and differing 

slightly from the case Peck analyzed. 

These observationss  although uiade with an etalon,  deaK>nstrate 

the feasibility of using cube-corner eleaEDts  in a Fabry-Peroc iater- 

ferosaeter with the  flat and cube as  separata elements.     (See F%are 5) 

With such an interfero^ter the  free spectral  range and resolution a'-e 

identical with  those of a plane Fabry-Perot of comparable reflectance 

and t%ficc the separation,    this  is  rru^ because a ray must stake  two 

reflections  froa the  flat before interference   takes  place.    The cptical 

separation,   to be  compared with  the t  of £h?  plane Fabry-Perot,   is   twice 

the optical path length saeascred along a ray constructed normal  to the 

flat and extending to  the apex of the prism,   taking into account the 

refraction of the ray at the  prism Interface   (see Figure 6). 

Allgnaent of this  interferoaeter  (separate  flat and cube 

comer reflectors)  is  inseositive to rotation of its elements because 

ef the retrodirective property of the  cube.    The  iimic of rotation of 
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the cube cc-mer ts set by the requlreaent  for total intemsl reflection 

in the cobe-comer prism.     (If A triple mirror witih metallic coattrigs 

is used,  rather than & prism,  the lliait of rotation Is set by redyctloo. 

of aperture),    The limit of tilt of the flat Is set by the gross 

requirement that the be&ia be iBtu   Md to  the cube comer. 

The property of angular inserisitlvity njakes  the Fabry-Perot 

interferoajeter,  coa^osed of separate cube and flatt especially suited 

f^r applications where stability of alignment is a fflsjor consideration. 

In particular,   the siotivation for this work was  to develop a more stable 

resonator than the plane Fabry-Perot Interferometer for LASER applications. 

The present work deaioas trat eis the feasibility of a cube-comer optical 

resonator and work is in progress in this laboratory to construct a 

He-He LASER utilising a cube-corner resonator. 

An additional application for this  interferoaseter lies  tn the 

mechanical scanning of fringes  by longltudifml saction of the prisia,   in 
(1,2) 

much the säur3 «ay as  is done with the HLchelson interferometer 

It should be possible to scan over large distances  (several Bieters) 

without loss of aligmasnt.    Another application is  in laterfercxaetry 

(1) E.   8.   Peck,  J.  Opt,  Soc. Äsu   38,   66 1948 
(2) E.   R.  Peck,  J,  Opt,  Soc. Am»   38,   1015,   1948 
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outside  the visibk region of the spectros involvli^   the yst- of sfitertuls 

which are opaque in the visible.    With cube-corner faory-Perot inter- 

ferometer,  good ellgmaenx will be assured,  provided ther«  is adequate 

optical homogeneity in the optical laaterial* 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Figure 1 - a)    Entrance face of a cube corner prlam.    Real edges 
drawn as full llneaj  Reflected edge« aa clotted lines. 

b)    Mask, placed over face of prism to isolate pairs 
of oppoaite sextants. 

Figure 2  - Arrangeaent for observing polarized frtxges through 
cube corner etalon.    S • source;  light nonaal to paper, 
H.,  K, - mirrors oriented 45* to beam. 
E » cube comer etalco ^ith silvered entrance face, 
A * analyzer. 

Figure 3 - Polarised fri\?s of cube corner Fabry-Perot 
interferometer, 

Figure 4 - Reference system used for taeösurement of elgesqpolarlaatlon 
directions.    Only one of the two orthogonal polarizations 
is shown for each sextant. 
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this expCfciiosPxÄi. woris c^iu-fjo*,t-- 

to be öf high qmlityt&n effurc was laade to use  it to a  cavity with 

heliua-oecm.    The slaplicity of such a device is very appealing,    'with 

au optical  flat at one end imd th« cube-corner on the other end,   the 

only adjustis^nt necessary Is  to align the normal  to the  flat parallel 

Co  the axis of the  tube.    Thil  is done  to avdd losses  by vignetting and 

the angular  tolerance,   if   is approxiaacely given by: 

where D is  the diaaeter of the aiapiifying w&dlum and L La  its  length. 

This  is based on a  criterion of no EKtre  than IJ% vttnettlng.    The 

presence of vlgnettm; sieana  only that   ehe bean diameter  is  redjced 

and does  not other wise effect  the  threshold condition.     In the case OL 

heliyss-rkeon,  D Is approximtcv   '   -enticieter and L« 100 centiractei^. 

Thus  tkm accuracy required is about 3 oiuutes  of arc. 

The apparatus was built and no osciliatlcuG were observed. 

A post siortea led to a laore  caielyl consideration of both diffraction 

lasses and icsses  froo lack of plsnsrity of the cube surfaces,  and it 

was  concluded that this  type of resonator  is  useful only  £or high gain 

systems.     It Is  assiiuiea  that  it  is   toe  cavity at  fault  rather  than the 

ttäaainder of theapparatu;,, t  and a   type of confocal cavity  Is being 

substituted  for  the  cube-corner,    h  contocal cavity  is  one  in which   two 
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spherical »yrfäces &m ysed §ueh that their focal pointi sre coincideat* 

Resonant modm with lew diffractioß lost can still mxigt if spheres are 

-used with a saaller s«p&ratl6ii than their radius.    The smm Is  tram if a 

flat i$ ustd against a sphere provided that the sphere has    & radiui of 

at least cwlc# the separation of sphere and fist.    Such & cavity has 

beer* coristructed and does iustain oscill&tion. 

3^Q__ Wooc^PlanRed, for gegt Period 

Several resoraaot cavities will be constructed for  the 

helluis-rieo-n gyseern,    A sphere-fiat ccÄ^»lriÄtion with the radius of rhe 

sphere being more than twice the sphere-flat Separation sostains 

oscillation and Its mode patterns and other properties will be studied, 

A confocai type with two spheres separated by their radius  is being 

designed.    This will have external mirrors and have windows enclosing 

the heliuEs and neon at Brewster's angle.    A plane Fabry-Perot heliusi-aeon 

cavity is also being built. 

The crossed roof prism tnterferoraeter (see Figure Ä,i) will be 

used with ruby.    The ends of the ruby themselves will be foltshed at 

Brewster^s anglü, although for a first attest anti«reflection coatings 

will  be used. 
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A long,   (omi meter), heliuffi-cegius cavity is being built 

using a sphere-flat combination as in the heltis-neon systesu 

Should the gain reach the calculated values, a crossed roof reflector 

cavity will be substituted for the sphere-flat interferometer. 
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